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A B S T R A C T
W ith the increasing emphasis on digital communication and digital processing of 
images and video, image compression is drawing considerable interest as a means 
of reducing com puter storage and communication channels bandw idth requirements. 
This thesis presents a method for the compression of grayscale images which is based 
on the m ultirate digital signal processing system. The input image spectrum  is de­
composed into octave wide subbands by critically resampling and filtering the image 
using separable FIR  digital filters. These filters are chosen to satisfy the perfect recon­
struction requirement. Simulation results on rectangularly sampled images (including 
a tex t image) are presented. Then, the algorithm is applied to the  hexagonally re­
sampled images and the results show a slight increase in the compression efficiency. 
Comparing the results against the standard (JPEG ), indicate th a t this m ethod does 
not have the “blocking effect” of JPE G  and it preserves the edges even in the presence 
of high noise level.
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C hapter 1
INTRO DUCTIO N
With the increasing emphasis on the use of digital communication and the demand of 
new video applications such as videophone, teleconferencing, and HDTV, digital image 
compression techniques are drawing considerable interest. Many of the applications of 
digital video rely on the use of image compression. Sampled video source signals and even 
still pictures systems such as in image archival systems require large amount of data to 
represent them. Digital image compression methods are a means of reducing the capacity 
of computer storage and digital communications channels bandwidth requirements.
In the framework of information coding theory, the bit rate (number of bits required 
to code each pixel) can be reduced down to the entropy (see section 2.1.3 for definition). 
Going below the entropy would result in the alteration of the pictorial data, which may 
not necessarily affect what the viewer sees. Studies have shown that more compression can 
be achieved by properly taking advantage of the human visual system (HVS) and coding 
only what is actually perceived. The problem is sorting out the relevant information. At 
a low level objects can be thought of as structures made up of surfaces of the texture
1
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bounded by edges, which are usually the most important means of recognition [2]. Thus, 
edge information should be preserved during compression. Traditional image compression 
techniques have been designed to exploit the statistical redundancy present within images. 
Removing redundancy can only achieve a limited amount of compression. To achieve higher 
compression ratios, some of the nonredundant information must be removed. The statistical 
coders introduce errors in visually important parts such as the edges.
The goal in this thesis is to find an efficient image compression technique by taking into 
consideration some of the properties of the human visual system (HVS). Psychophysicists 
and visual psychologists[7] [16] [15] have advanced the argument that the eye filters the 
image into a number of bands, each approximately one octave wide in frequency. So the 
approach taken in this thesis is to decompose the original image spectrum into separate 
bands, as in subband coding, but with bands being equal on the logarithmic scale. In other 
words, the nonuniform (or octave band tree structure) filter banks is used instead of the 
uniform structure.
Previous work in the field of subband decomposition of images is extensive [27] [3] [15] 
[14]. Most of the work on image processing is done using the rectangular sampling lattice. 
Mersereau[18] [8] has shown that hexagonal sampling is the most efficient method in terms 
of sampling density for circularly bandlimited signals. The approach taken in this thesis is 
original in the sense that this method is extended to images which are resampled using a 
hexagonal geometry.
Another aspect that is investigated in this thesis is the lossy compression of images 
containing text. The current image compression standard (JPEG) does not handle sharp 
edges very well. They tend to come out blurred, unless a very high quality (low compression)
setting is used. This blurriness is particularly objectionable with text. The test images 
used in the experiment include text images and the results are compared against the ones 
obtained using a JPEG based method.
In chapter 2 an overview of data compression techniques and the associated terminology 
are presented. Chapter 3 presents the theory and design concepts on which the proposed 
system is based, that is, the multirate digital signal processing system. In chapter 4 the 
tools and the algorithm used for the experiment are explained and simulation results are 
presented. Conclusions are drawn and suggestions for further research are made in chapter
C hapter 2
IM AGE COM PRESSION  
SYSTEM S
2.1 D efin ition s and T erm inology
2.1 .1  D a ta  C om pression
Data compression, also referred to as source coding, is the reduction in the amount of signal 
space that must be allocated to a given message or data sample set. This signal space may be 
in terms of storage (volume), transmission time, or portion of the electromagnetic spectrum 
(bandwidth). Data compression algorithms are designed using the principles of information 
theory. A data set can be thought of as made up of information and redundancy. Both the 
Markov dependent and the statistically independent source models are used in analyzing 
and designing compression schemes for discrete sources.
4
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2 .1 .2  D ig ita l Im age
An image can be represented as a function f(x,y,t) (x and y being continuous variables 
representing spatial locations) giving light intensity at each point in time t, over a planar 
region. For operations by digital computers, this function is sampled at discrete intervals 
and quantized to discrete levels f(m,n,t) (m, n being discrete variables representing spatial 
locations). The distance (or sampling interval) between grid points (pixels) obviously affects 
the accuracy with which the original image is represented and it determines the image 
resolution. Ordinary images can be considered as two dimensional signals having some 
amounts of redundancy or self-correlation.
2 .1 .3  E ntropy and R ed un d an cy
Information is defined in terms of a measure of uncertainty. That is the less likely a message, 
the larger its information. The entropy (H) of a source is defined as the average of the 
information content of all possible events from the source. This measure of information 
defines how many bits are necessary to code source elements on the average. Information 
can not be coded below entropy without introducing distortion [12]. For the statistically 
independent discrete model (zero order entropy):
M
#  = - £ > , •  log/>• (2.1)
;= i
where M is the number of discrete values or number of gray levels, and P, is the probability 
of event i or fraction of pixels having gray level i.
Redundancy
R = log2 M  -  H  (2.2)
Relative redundancy
RR  = (2.3)
log2 M
2 .1 .4  C o m p re ss io n  sy s te m s  p e rfo rm a n c e
In the interest of comparing various coding techniques, it is desirable to have some objective 
measures of performance, often having the following criteria: compression ratio, coding 
error, speed, complexity and realizability.
The compression Ratio (compression efficiency) is defined as
“ ■ E  <2'4)
or
Percentage Compression = Bof f ~ 100
where Bo is the number of bits in the original image and Be is the number of bits in the 
compressed image.
The impact of coding error (or distortion) can be estimated using an objective or a 
subjective measure. An objective measure gives an exact error value for comparing com­
pression methods. The most common objective method is the normalized mean square error 
(NMSE),
N M S E  = ? k ^ k ^ l z l M l  ( M )
and its derivative, the normalized signal to noise ratio (SNR)
N S N R  = 101og10 N M S E (2 .6 )
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A subjective measure is a measure of performance based on opinion of viewers. The two most 
often used distortion scales are the 5-grade quality and impairement scales with respect to 
the original. In this method viewers are asked to view under controlled settings (i.e. viewing 
time and distance) test images and rate their degradation as compared to the original. The 
subjective measure does not always correlate well with the objective measure because the 
latter does not take into account a model of the human visual system (HVS).
2.2 Survey o f Im age and D a ta  C om pression  T echniques
Image compression techniques are generally classified as either reversible (lossless) or irre­
versible (lossy, noisy). Compression techniques can be further classified into sub-categories 
according to the data type (text, datafile, graphics, color image, video etc...), the space 
domain where the method is applied (time, frequency, block), whether the parameters used 
are fixed or change as a function of the local data in the image (i.e. adaptive). Each com­
pression strategy poses a different set of problems and consequently, the use of each strategy 
is restricted to applications where its inherent weaknesses present no critical problems.
2 .2 .1  L ossless C om pression  T echniques
Lossless techniques are based on a redundancy reduction operation, which removes, or at 
least reduces, the redundancy in such a way that it can be subsequently reinserted into the 
data. Thus, this is a reversible process, whereby no information is lost and the original data 
is exactly recovered from the compressed data. These techniques are usually used for text, 
datafile and medical image compression. They also makeup the final stage (coder) of any 
grayscale or color image compression system.
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Huffman Coding (H .C .)
Huffman developed a procedure for encoding a statistically independent source which yields 
a minimum average word length. It translates fixed-size pieces of input data into variable- 
length symbols. The standard H.C. assigns longer codes for less frequently occurring sym­
bols and shorter codes for more frequently occurring symbols. In this case, a translation 
table (usually implemented using the concept of binary tree) is needed to list each input 
symbol and its corresponding code. Also, this method requires the knowledge of data 
statistics, because the codebooks may not be optimum for any particular source.
Many variations and extensions to H.C. were developed and they include the Truncated 
H.C., the Modified H.C., the adaptive H.C. (used in UNIX “compact”), the White Block 
Skipping and Block Coding [11] [28] [4]. All these algorithms can be extended from 1-D 
(raster algorithms) to 2-D blocks (area algorithms), and they may be made adaptive, by 
varying the block size according to the local properties of the image.
Run Length Coding (R .L .C .)
Run length coding originated in binary image coding. It exploits the long runs or clusters 
of similar symbols which is a property found in binary images or graphics. The sequences 
of identical characters can be encoded as a count field plus an identifier of the repeated 
character. This approach is effective in graphical images, but it should not be used for runs 
of 3 or fewer symbols.
The run lengths can be coded by fixed-length m bit code words, each representing a 
block of maximum run length M-l, where M  = 2m. Also any of the previous Huffman 
coding algorithms can be used to efficiently code the runs. There are many extensions and
9
improvements to RLC such as the PDQ (Prediction Differential Quantization), the RAC 
(Relative Address Coding) and the READ (Relative Element Address Designate) algorithms 
[1] [19].
A rithm etic Coding
In arithmetic coding a message is represented by an interval of real numbers between 0 
and 1. No explicit code tables are needed for this scheme. For data compression each 
symbol from the source file is an event and the widths of the intervals are chosen to be 
approximately proportional to the event probability. The compression occurs when more 
likely events correspond to larger intervals, because it takes fewer bits to specify some points 
in a large interval than in a small one.
Arithmetic compression can encode binary models directly, without having to resort to 
grouping outcomes into an N th extension. However, in practice each binary pixel is encoded 
based on the conditional state or “context” of a set of neighboring pixels. This method is 
flexible which results from the separation of the coder from the modeling process. It is 
also optimal and gives better compression than other methods, but it tends to be slow. 
A practical implementation of arithmetic coding to binary images is the Adaptive Bilevel 
Image Codec (ABIC) algorithm or Q coder patented by IBM [13] [23].
Textual Substitution (Dictionary Based) M ethods
Of the textual substitution methods, Welch’s LZW method which is based on the Ziv & 
Lempel’s algorithm is so far the most powerful and fastest scheme for file compression, but 
still it requires a translation table whose size increases according to an input length [23] 
[26]. LZW compression replaces strings of characters with single codes. It is organized
10
around a string table (dictionary) that maps strings of input characters into fixed-length 
codes. This table contains strings that have been encountered previously in the message 
being compressed. The first codes contain less information because the string table (or 
dictionary) is relatively empty. Compression occurs when a single code is output replacing 
the string of characters. This algorithm is used in the UNIX “compress” , and a variation 
of it is used for the compression of images to be stored in the GIF format.
B it P lane  Coding
This method is usually used for the lossless coding of grayscale or color images. The 
grayscale image is decomposed into a series of binary images which are then compressed via 
one of several binary image compression methods.
2 .2 .2  L ossy tech n iq u es
Lossy techniques are based on a redundancy plus entropy reduction operation which results 
in a loss of information. This is an irreversible process because the lost information can never 
be recovered. Higher compression ratios are usually achieved with these techniques which 
are used to compress grayscale or color images. There is a trade-off between compression 
and distortion.
The lossy compression of digital images is usually carried out in three steps as shown in 
Figure (2.1).
Transform: the first step is the transform in which the image data is converted into a 
sequence of messages, that is a more compact representation of the data.
Quantizer: in the second step the messages are quantized. Consequently this is a lossy step, 
due to the introduction of quantization noise.
11
Coder: code words are assigned to the quantized messages, this is usually a lossless step.
Compressed
 »■
Image
Source
Image
CoderTransform Quantizer
Figure 2.1: Image compression system.
Predictive Coding
The amplitude of each scanned pixel is predicted on the basis of the history of previously 
scanned pixels. Then, the predicted estimate f ( m ,n )  is subtracted from the actual pixel 
amplitude f(m,n), and the difference signal d(m ,n ) is quantized, coded and transmitted. 
At the receiver, the quantized difference signal d(m, n) is used to reconstruct /(m , n ) by 
summing the receiver prediction f ( m ,n )  with d(m,n).  Compression is achieved by coarsely 
quantizing the difference signal d(m, n ).
The simplest form of a predictive image coder is the delta modulation system (DM) in 
which the prediction is formed from the previous prediction value quantized to only two 
levels. The DM suffers from granular noise, where the image has a small variation, and 
slope overload noise at the edges of the image.
Differential pulse code modulation (DPCM) systems utilize previous pixel prediction 
with 4 to 16 quantization levels allocated to each prediction difference signal. Typically, 
traditional predictive techniques such as DPCM and DM are less complex than transform 
based methods, in fact they can be implemented easily for real time use. However, they 
offer less data compression than transform coding techniques.
12
Transform coding
The objective of the transform is to convert the original digital image data to a more com­
pact representation. Fourier, sine, cosine, Hadamard, Haar, slant and Karhunen Loeve (KL) 
transforms have been extensively used for image coding. The transformation produces an 
array of relatively decorrelated, energy-compacted transform coefficients that can be effi­
ciently quantized and coded. The energy compaction is a measure of a transform efficiency. 
It is defined as
_1_ y>M-l
G t c  =  , M ^ k=\ xh  (2 .7)
[nli-o'oif
where G j c  is the transform energy compaction, M is the number of transform coefficients 
and o\  is the kth coefficient variance.
After transformation, the transform samples are selected for transmission according to 
a zonal or threshold sampling strategy. For zonal sampling, only those coefficients lying in a 
prescribed zone (usually low spatial frequency samples) are selected for transmission. With 
threshold sampling, a coefficient is transmitted if its magnitude is greater than a threshold 
value. Transform samples in each zone are then quantized with the number of quantization 
levels set proportional to the expected variance of the transform coefficients. Probability 
density models of the transform coefficients are used to select quantization levels.
In practical systems, the image is divided into smaller blocks and the transform is per­
formed on the blocks rather on the whole image. This results in the most common degra­
dation in transform image coding, known as ’’blocking effect” which accentuates transform 
block boundaries. The choice of a particular transform depends on the specific needs (i.e. 
speed and complexity, compression ratio, coding error).
Description of transforms:
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• Karhunen Loeve Transform (KLT):
KLT a coordinate transformation. If a discrete signal is comprised of N sampled values, 
then it can be thought of as being a vector X in an N-dimensional space. For a more 
efficient representation of the signal, an orthogonal transform To is applied to X yielding 
vector Y. The objective is to select a subset of M components of Y, where M  <C N . 
The remaining (N-M) components can be discarded without objectionable error. Thus, an 
orthogonal transform is a basis change (rotation) for the representation of vector X in the 
N-dimensional space.
The optimal basis with respect to the mean square error criterion consists of the eigen­
vectors of the autocovariance matrix of X. In that basis, the autocovariance matrix of Y is 
diagonal, meaning that the transform vector components yi are uncorrelated. The M com­
ponents that should be retained correspond to the highest M eigenvalues. An alternative 
to discarding coefficients would be to keep them all but use an optimal bit allocation. The 
K.L.T. is optimal when some assumptions regarding image statistics are made and is often 
used as a reference for comparison purposes. However, it is impractical due to its extremely 
high computational load and dependency on image statistics.
• Fourier Transform (DFT):
The Fourier transform expands the original signal in terms of orthonormal basis functions 
of sine and cosine waves of infinite duration. The Fourier coefficients of the transformed 
signal represent the contribution of each sine and cosine wave at each frequency. The F.T. 
works under the assumption that the original time (or spatial) domain signal is periodic in 
nature. That is the DFT consists of the DFS coefficients obtained from a periodic signal. 
This produces high frequency terms due to artificial discontinuities at the boundaries, which
14
in turn reduces its energy compaction efficiency.
DFT
N - 1 M - 1
F (u ,v )=  ^  /(m , 7i)exp-  ̂ exp-J "N un (2.8)
n = 0  m = 0
for 0 < u < M  — 1, 0 < v < N  — 1 
Inverse DFT
1 N —l  M —1
^  J 2  i L  F(u,v)exp3%umexp:i%vn (2.9)
v = 0  u = 0
for 0 < m < M  — 1, 0 < n < N  — 1
• Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT):
The idea behind the DCT is to reduce the artificial high frequency content at the image 
boundaries produced by the Fourier method (DFT). This is accomplished by building a 
“superblock” made up of the NxM block (or image) and its mirror image with respect to 
the following planes: x = M  — 1/2; y = N  — 1/2 for even DCT and x = M and y = N for 
odd DCT. The DFT is applied to the “superblock” of 2Nx2M pixels (for even DCT). This 
reduces the discontinuity at the boundary. The odd DCT is seldom used because it does 
not lend itself to fast computational algorithms. The DCT has emerged as the most widely 
used coding transform because of its good performance regarding compression (its energy 
compaction approaches that of the KLT) and the availability of fast algorithms similar to 
the FFT (i.e. the DCT is an outgrowth of the DFT) [14]. The JPEG standard is based on 
the 8x8 DCT.
DCT
N - 1 M - 1
C ( u , v ) = ^ 2  4 /(ro ,ra)cos^jjii(2m  + l)c o s—  v(2n+  1) (2.10)
n = 0  m = 0
for 0 < u < M — 1, 0 < v < IV — 1
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Inverse DCT
.  N - l  M - l
/("».») = J 2  Y  wlw2C{u, v)cos— u{2m +  l)cos— u(2n + 1) (2.11)
u = 0  u = 0
for 0 < m  < M  — 1, 0 < n < N  — 1 
where
wl(u ) = 1 for  1 < u < M  — 1
= 0.5 fo r  u = 0
w2(v) = 1 fo r  1 < v < N  — 1
= 0.5 fo r  v = 0
• Walsh Hadamard Transform (WHT):
The WHT is one of a number of transformations based upon a class of non-sinusoidal 
orthogonal functions known as the Walsh functions. These functions consist of either square 
or rectangular waves which are distinguished by their sequency. Specifically, sequency is 
used to describe generalized frequency, and is applied to functions whose zero-crossings, 
are not uniformly spaced over an interval, and which are not necessarily periodic. An 
orthonormal set of Walsh functions which forms a basis may be classified into one of 3 
groups which differ according to the order in which the individual functions appear:
• sequency or Walsh ordering
• dyadic or Paley ordering
• natural or Hadamard ordering
Sampling the continuous Walsh functions at equidistant points results in the NxN matrix
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H0{n) called the Hadamard matrix, where n = log2{N ) is the order of the transform and 
subscript o refers to the ordering (i.e. W, P or H) of the basis functions. The 2x2 and nxn 
hadamard matrices are shown below.
H h ( 2 ) =
1 1
1 -1
(2 .12)
Hh{n) = (2.13)
Hh( n -  1) Hh( n -  1)
Hh(n -  1) - H h{n -  1)
Although the WHT is suboptimal from a decorrelation and data compression point of view, 
it uses integer arithmetic, and it can be implemented by a fast algorithm. Therefore it is a 
simple, fast and realizable system.
• Haar Transform:
The basis functions of the H.T. are a set of square waves. Haar function can be used to 
code images instead of the DFT and it is quicker to code. But, texture and soft edges show 
blocking effects. The DCT gives more consistent results and is more efficient. The 2x2 and 
4x4 Haar matrices are given as
H2 =
v/2
1 1
1 -1
(2.14)
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fl< = 2
1 1 1 1
1 1 - 1 - 1
V2 -v /2 0 0
0 0 V2 -V2
(2.15)
S ubband  Coding
This method was originally used for speech compression (ID signals). A number of studies 
using the decomposition of a picture into low-frequency and high-frequency components are 
based on this system.
• Synthetic High Method:
The sequence of messages for the synthetic high system is selected in the following manner. 
The original picture is split into 2 parts:
(1) the low pass picture giving the general area of brightness without sharp contours;
(2) the high pass picture containing sharp edges information.
According to the sampling theorem, the LP picture can be represented with very few sam­
ples. A nonlinear operation, thresholding, is performed on the HP picture to determine 
whether an edge point is important. Then, the method becomes information lossy. The 
values of the thresholds used are of primary importance for compression ratio and quality 
of reconstructed picture.
• Subband Coding:
This technique is an extension of the synthetic high method. The input signal is decomposed 
into multiple narrow equal bands where each band is coded separately. The advantage of 
this scheme is that the quantization noise is limited to the subband in which it originates [27] 
[9]. This method is usually implemented using quadrature mirror filters (QMF). Variation
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to this method include the pyramid coding [3] [12] [15].
2 .2 .3  C oefficient quantization
After transformation of the image data, the next step is the quantization of the generally 
real valued transform coefficients. Quantization is the operation of mapping each transform 
coefficient to a code symbol belonging to a finite set, usually an integer. The distortions 
caused by the quantization process is called the quantization error or noise. There are 
two kinds of distortion due to quantization, the overload distortion and the granular noise. 
The overload noise occurs when the input signal value exceeds the dynamic range of the 
quantizer, which results in a “hard-limiting” of the input signal to the predefined absolute 
minimum and maximum decision levels of the quantizer. Granular noise refers to errors 
caused within decision levels by the coarseness of the quantization process.
Coefficients have different visual significance depending on their position within the 
transformed block and need not be quantized with the same quantizer. The probability 
distribution optimized quantizers use the (PDF) of the input signal to determine the opti­
mum quantizer step size which minimizes the quantization error variance. For the MMSE 
quantizers:
J-1 rco
a2 = E(Q2) = J 2  ( x -  yk)2px(x)dx. (2.16)
k=i J-°°
where a% is the variance of the error;
E() is the Mean Squared Error;
L is the number of levels; 
x is the unquantized value; 
yk is the quantized value;
Light
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px(x) is the probability of x.
The threshold quantizer is used to select only those coefficients having a magnitude (absolute 
value) greater than a certain threshold. A high value for the threshold will increase the 
probability of having zero valued outputs that are usually coded efficiently. There are many 
other quantization techniques such as uniform or nonuniform, scalar or vector quantization. 
It should be noted that the quantization process is a lossy operation, and it is a critical step 
in an image compression system design.
2.3 T h e H um an V isu a l S ystem  (H V S)
A good knowledge of the psychovisual properties of the human visual system is helpful in 
the design of efficient image or video compression systems. The psychovisual properties 
of the HVS are the properties which define the input/output relationship between visual 
stimuli and cognitive responses ( “black box” between an image and its perception). From 
an image coding viewpoint, it is important to define the threshold levels at which distortions 
become just visible and the perceptual limitations of the observer, and to place an upper 
bound on the amount of perceptually significant information in an image.
Visual
Sensation
optical
system
Retina 
Low Level Processing
Brain
High Level Processing
Figure 2.2: The human visual system
Although vision is a very complex process, it is often convenient to describe the visual 
process in three stages, as shown in Figure (2.2). The input image is reflected in the eye 
onto the retina, which in turn transmit coded electrical impulses through the optic nerve 
into the visual cortex of the brain. The “perceived” image is then both a product of the
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input stimulus and any learned experience and knowledge.
The retina has a layer of cells called photoreceptors, which convert the light energy into 
electrical signals. There are two kinds of photoreceptive cells, the rods and the cones. The 
rods are sensitive to the overall shape of objects and low level of light. They provide scotopic 
or “night” vision. They are coarsely distributed over most of the surface of the retina. The 
cones, on the other hand, are mostly concentrated in a small region in the focusing area 
called the fovea. They are highly color and detail sensitive, and they provide photopic or 
“day” vision.
2.3.1 P ro p er tie s  o f  th e  H um an V isual S y stem
There are a number of visual phenomena which are particularly relevant to image and 
video coding. They include contrast sensitivity, edge enhancement property, flicker fusion 
and masking properties.
• Contrast Sensitivity and Brightness Perception
The perception of variation in brightness is dependent on the brightness of the background. 
This relationship between the perception of brightness and background illumination is de­
scribed by Weber’s Law. The fraction relating a background light intensity (I) to an 
incremental increase in intensity (61), has been found to be approximately constant over a 
wide range of intensities. The relationship falls at very low and very high intensities, where 
perturbations become less visible. Noise in very dark and very bright regions is less notice­
able. This suggests that the dynamic range of input light is compressed by a logarithmic 
function.
• Edge Enhancement Property
The Mach band phenomenon is a good example of this property of the HVS. In an Image
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consisting of adjacent rectangular bands of different gray levels (called Mach band), the 
perceived gray level near the edges is different than in the middle of the rectangles. The 
edge near the darker band appears lighter and the one near the lighter band appears darker 
than the middle of the rectangle.
• Flicker Fusion
This property describes the visual system’s temporal resolution. The flicker fusion rate is 
the rate at which a repetitive on-off pattern of light no longer appears to flicker and it 
defines how fast a sequence of still images must be shown to produce an effect of continuous 
motion.
• Masking Properties
Masking reduces the perception of details or noise in active regions. It can be defined 
as the reduction in visibility of a stimulus by spatial or temporal non-uniformity in its 
surroundings. This is used to describe a decrease in the perceptibility of a given stimulus 
due to background and local surroundings. An image (or region of an image) is called active 
if it has many edges, patterns or changes rapidly in time (i.e. high contrast areas).
C hapter 3
SU BBA N D  SIGNAL  
DECOM POSITION THEORY
If the energy of a signal is not evenly distributed in the frequency domain, it is advanta­
geous to divide its spectrum into subbands which can be ranked and processed individually. 
From the standpoint of image compression, those bands with more energy content can be 
given more weight in the quantization process. Also the quantization noise generated in a 
particular band is not allowed, to some degree, to spread to other bands.
3.1 M u ltira te  signal processing  system s
In various applications, it is desirable to change the effective sampling rate of a discrete time 
(or spatial) signal. Such systems are called multirate systems. This sampling rate change 
could always be made by converting the digital signal to an analog signal and then resam­
pling the analog signal at the desired new rate. This approach is expensive and introduces 
potential sources of noise and distortion. Instead, it is preferable to perform the rate con­
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version by means of digital signal processing. Examples where these techniques have been 
applied are communication systems, radar systems, speech processing, digital transmul­
tiplexers used in frequency division multiplexed/time division multiplexed (FDM/TDM) 
conversion.
3.1 .1  D ec im a tio n
Decimating (or reducing of the sampling rate) by an integer factor M of an input signal, 
x[n], can be obtained by retaining only those samples of x[n] which occur at times which 
are multiples of the integer M. A decimator causes a compression in the time domain and 
an expansion (or stretching) in the frequency domain. This is a time varying system, that 
is a shifted version of the input does not produce a shifted version of the output. Thus it 
cannot be represented by a LTI transfer function.
To prevent aliasing, a signal is passed through a decimator by bandlimiting with a low 
pass filter. The purpose of the filter is to sufficiently filter x[n] so that the components 
above the frequency w = jj  are negligible. Such filters are called decimation filters. The 
effectiveness of a decimation system is directly related to the design of this digital filter. 
The design problem can be stated as finding suitable values of the filter impulse response 
h[n] to meet desired performance specifications on the filter. These specifications can be 
made on the time response or frequency response. Figure (3.1) shows a basic decimation 
system.
The relationship between Xd(eJW) and X(eJW) is derived next.
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xd[n]=xf[Mn]xf[n]x[n]
Fs’ = 1/T’
h[n]
Filter gain = unity; cutoff = n/ M 
T’ = MT and Fs’ = F/M.
Figure 3.1: Basic decimation system
Referring to Figure (3.1) and using the convolution equation
x j ( n ) =  E ,  h (k )x (n—k)
k=—oo
(3.1)
X f (ejw) = X (e jw)H(e]W) 
x j ( n )  =  Xfc( nT)
(3.2)
(3.3)
where H(e^w) is frequency response of h(n) and x j c(nT ) is the analog version of the signal 
Xf(n).  Using the derivations in [21] for the analog to discrete signal conversion
X/ ( e iw) = f  E
k = —oo
x j (n ) = Xf (nM)  = x / c( n M T )
(3.4)
(3.5)
From (3.4) and (3.5):
= ^  E  X s c U ^ i - i ^ )
/ = —oo
where T' = M T  and I = i + kM,  0 < i < M  — 1
(3.6)
1 = 0  k = —c
M T  M T ' (3.7)
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1 M -l
X ^ jW) = £  W * ” " ^ )  (3-8)
t= 0
From (3.2)
1 Af-l
Xd(ejU,) = A? £  (3.9)
:= 0
For example, if M = 2
X d(ejw) =  ~ [x(eJ 2)^(eif )  + X(eJ'ii;r I )^r(eJ'Ĥ £)]
= ^ [X(ej'f  ) tf  (e-'f) + X ( - e J'f  ) H { - e ^  )J (3.10)
3 .1 .2  P o ly p h a se  D eco m p o sitio n  o f a D ecim ator
This is a representation of the decimator which is useful in the perfect reconstruction (see 
section 3.2.2 for definition) filter bank design. It is derived below for a causal FIR filter and 
it is illustrated in Figure (3.2).
N - 1
H (z ) = h(n)z~n = h(0) + z~l h{\) + z~2h{2) + ... + zN~l h{N -  1). (3.11)
n = 0
By grouping every M th term in the following manner, Equation (3.11) can be written as
H(z)  = [h(0) + h(M)z~M + h{2M)z~2M + ...] +
[/i(l)z_1 + h(M  + l)z -(M+1> + h(2M + 1 )^ -2(M+1) + ...] +
... + [h(M -  l ) z ^ M~ ^  + h(2M -  l ) z - (2M~V + ...] (3.12)
By defining
E k{zM ) = [h(fc) +  h(k  +  M ) z ~ m  +  h(k  +  2 M ) z ~ 2M + ...] (3.13)
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Equation (3.12) can be written as
H{z)  = E0(zm ) +  z- ' E x{zm ) + z~2E2{zm ) + ... (3.14)
M- 1
H{z) = £  z~kEk(ZM) (3.15)
kz= 0
Equation (3.15) is referred to as Type 1 polyphase representation. The Type 1 polyphase 
structure is shown in Figure (3.2). By defining R k(z) = E M - i - k(z) and E k(z) = ]Ln=o^_1 ekz~n 
where ek(n) = h(Mn + k) for 0 < — k < M  — 1, Equation (3.15) can also be written as
M—l
H{z)  = £  z - (M- l - k)Rk{zM) (3.16)
fc=o
xd[n]x[n]
x[n]
Figure 3.2: Type 1 polyphase decomposition of a decimator
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3 .1 .3  In terp o la tion
Upsampling or the increasing of the sampling rate by a factor L is obtained by inserting 
L-l zeros between adjacent samples. This has the effect of expansion in the time domain 
and compression in the frequency domain. This system is shown in Figure (3.3) and it is, 
also, a linear time-varying system. The frequency response Xi(e*w) of the output of an L 
interpolator has L - 1 replica (or images) of the basic prototype spectrum. This imaging 
effect is a dual of the aliasing effect caused by decimator. An interpolator is followed by a 
filter called the interpolation filter, which eliminates the images.
xe[n] xi[n]x[n]
Fs’ = 1/T
h[n]
Filter gain = L; cutoff = n/ L
T’ = T/L andFs’ =LFs 
Figure 3.3: Interpolation system
Referring to Figure (3.3) and using the properties of the fourier transform [21], the 
relationship between X;(eJU') and X( e ^ w) is
Xi{e>w) = X e(ejw)H( e jw) =  X ( e jwL) H( e jw) (3.17)
For example, if L = 2,
Xi(e*w) = X ( e j 2w) H( e jw) (3.18)
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3 .1 .4  A ltera tion  o f  th e  S am pling R ate  by a N on in teg er  Factor
Changing the sampling rate by a noninteger factor (L/M) can be accomplished by cascading 
an interpolator and a decimator as shown in Figure (3.4).
y[n]x[n]
Lowpass filter 
Gain =L  
Cutoff =
jc/L)
Figure 3.4: System for changing the sampling rate by a rational factor.
3 .1 .5  T w o-channel filter bank
One commonly used multirate system structure is shown in Figure (3.5).
xeO[n]
xO[n] xiO[n]
Xfn]
xl[n] xil [n]xfl[n]
Synthesis BankProcessingAnalysis Bank
hi [n]
Figure 3.5: Two-channel filter bank
The Analysis bank is composed of a low pass filter, ho(n), and a high pass filter, hi(n), 
which splits the incoming sequence x(n) into 2 frequency bands, the low pass signal xo(n) 
and the high pass signal £i(n) are then decimated by a factor of two. The decimated signals 
are typically processed (encoded and transmitted/stored). The purpose of the analysis 
filters, ho(n) and h\(n), is to prevent the aliasing effect due to decimation.
xr[n]
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The synthesis bank is composed of a low pass filter, go{n), a high pass filter, fifi(n), 
and a summer. The two processed (coded) signals are reverse processed (typically re­
ceived/retrieved and decoded) and passed through the interpolators. The purpose of the 
synthesis filters, go(n) and <7i(n), is to eliminate the images of the interpolated signals.
In order to avoid aliasing Ho(e^w) and H\{e^w) must be disjoint, but on the other hand, 
this would leave out some frequency range (i.e. signal information), because practical filters 
do not have sharp transition cutoff. At first glance, the only solution is to use ideal (or 
close to ideal) filters which have sharp cutoffs at However, from filter design we know 
that these type of filters require high order (i.e. large number of taps), or HR which have 
instability problems. Another solution is to allow overlapping of the analysis filters. Then, 
the resulting aliasing is canceled by choosing the synthesis filters such that the imaging 
effect produced by the interpolators cancels aliasing. Applying Equation (3.10) to Figure 
(3.5),
* o ( 0  = \  [ X { e ^ ) H 0(ej f ) + X { - e ^ ) H 0(~ej ^)} (3.19)
A j(e> ) = ^ [ x ( e ^ ) H 1(ej f )  + X { - e ^ ) H x{ ~ e ^ )] (3.20)
From Figure (3.5)
X T( e n  = Xio(e3W) + A tl(e> ) (3.21)
where
X iQ(ej w) =  X 0(ej 2w)Go(eiw) (3.22)
Xtl(e> ) = Xi(e^2w)G\(e^w) (3.23)
Substituting Equations (3.19), (3.20), (3.22), and (3.23) into (3.21)
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X r(ejw) = iG 0(e*") \x {e3W)H0(ejw) +  X ( - e jw)H0{ - e jw] +
^Gi{eiw) [x(eiw)Hl {ejw) +  X ( - e i“ ).ff1(-e>tB)] (3.24)
Rearranging terms
X r(e3W) = ^ X ( e JW) {H0(e]W)G0{ e ^ )  +  / / 1(e ^ )G 1(e^ ))]  +
^ X ( - e ^ )  [^ 0( - e jw)G0(e> ) + ^ 1( - e ^ ) G 1(e>)] (3.25)
Note that X r(e3W) should equal X(e3W) and the second term of (3.25) represent aliasing 
and imaging effects. From (3.25), the conditions under which X r{e3W) = X(e3W) are:
Ho(ejw)G0(ejw) + ^ ( O G i f e * " )  = 2 (3.26)
H0( - e 3W)G0(ejw) + H1{ - e ’w)G1{e’w) = 0 (3.27)
If (3.27) holds the system becomes a linear time invariant (LTI) system and can be repre­
sented by the following transfer function:
T{Z) =  = \ ^ ) G o { z )  + H l (z)G1(z)) (3.28)
T(ejw) = \T(ejw)\ arg(T(ejw)) = T{w)e3<s>(") (3.29)
From the above equation we can see that if the group delay (—jj&) and the magnitude
are constant the reconstructed signal is just a time-delayed and/or scaled version of the
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original signal (i.e. xr(n) — cx(n — no) where c is a constant and no is a positive integer), 
otherwise x r(n) will have a phase and/or amplitude distortion. The condition for an alias 
and distortion free reconstruction with no scaling or delay can be stated in the z-domain 
as:
Ho (z) Hi(z) G0(z) 2
H0( ~ z ) H i( - z ) Gi(z) 0
The first matrix to the left is known as the alias-component (AC) matrix.
3.2 F ilter  bank design
As shown in the previous section, the reconstructed signal may suffer from aliasing error, 
amplitude and phase distortion. A common requirement in most applications is that the 
reconstructed signal x r(n) should be “as close” to original signal x(n) as possible. Several 
design methods are discussed in [22], [24], [5].
3.2 .1  T w o-channel Q M F bank
When the frequency response of h\{n) is the mirror image of the frequency response h0(n) 
with respect to the system is called a quadrature mirror filter (QMF) bank. An example 
is shown in Figure (3.6). The relationship between the filters H0(z) and H\(z)  in the time 
and frequency domain are respectively:
hx(n) = (—l)"/i0(n) (3.31)
(3.32)
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or
Hx(z)  = Ho(-z)
o x/2 *•
Figure 3.6: Example of Quadrature Mirror Filters 
In the Z-domain (3.27) can be expressed as:
Ho(-z)G0(z) + H\{-z )G\{z)  = H0( - z ) G 0(z) + H0(z)G1(z) = 0
A solution to (3.34) is obtained by choosing the synthesis filters, Go(z) and G\{z), ;
G0(z) = H0(z)
G\(z) = - H 0( - z ) = - Hx ( = )
(3.33)
(3.34) 
s
(3.35)
(3.36)
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Note that this choice eliminates aliasing by cancellation (not sharp cut-off). Then, the 
transfer function becomes
T(z)  = i  [#o(z) -  H 2{-z)\  (3.37)
Phase distortion can be avoided by choosing ho(n) so that Ho(e^w) has linear phase (sym­
metric). The linear phase constraint on a real FIR filter of length N is given in [21] as
h0(n) = h0(N - l - n )  (3.38)
The frequency response of such a filter can be expressed as //o(eJU') = H ( w ) e ~ ^ N~x^ 2 
where H{ui) is real and it is called the zero phase response [21]. Then (3.37) can be expressed 
in the frequency domain as
T{ejw) = i  [H2(w)e-jw(N~1'> -  H 2(w + (3.39)
rearranging terms
T(ejw) = i  [.H2(w) -  e - ^ N~l)H 2{w + tt)] (3.40)
Because grd(T(e^w)) = N  -  1 which is constant, the system has linear phase which means 
no phase distortion. Note that when w = ir/2 and N is odd, =  0. Therefore,
T ( O U f  = 0. Thus, when N is odd, T(e?w) will not be able to reconstruct X(e^w). So to 
avoid magnitude distortion, N must be even and the following equation must be satisfied:
H 2{w ) + H 2(w + 7 r )  = 2 (3.41)
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Expressed in terms of the original analysis filters this equation can be written as:
\H0( e n \ 2 + \H1( e n \ 2 = 2 (3.42)
This is known as the power-complementary (PC) property. The preceding requirements 
(3.42) (3.32) and (3.38) are only satisfied by the trivial solution when N = 2 and H(w)  = 
\/2cos(w/2) which yields
h0{n) = 0.5 0.5 (3.43)
and
hi(n) = 0.5 -0 .5 (3.44)
This solution is an implementation of the Haar transform (2x2 Haar matrix). A reasonably 
good approximation to an ideal low-pass filter is desirable in order to get good energy 
compaction and to avoid the aliased components present in the subbands from interfering 
with efficient coding. Jonhston and Crochiere [5] suggested an approach in which the 
filter ho(n) is first designed using the traditional linear phase FIR filter design techniques, 
then an optimization program searches the coefficient space to find the coefficients which 
approximate best the power complementary requirement. The cost function can be defined
as:
J  — ET -j- otEs(ws) (3.45)
where
Es(ws) = f  \H(ejw)\2dw 
J XU=W.
(3.46)
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and
Er = P  (\H(e’w)\2 + \H(e>l'a+*))\2 - l ) d w  (3.47)
Jw=0
The design parameters become a, wa and N.
3 .2 .2  T w o-channel C Q F bank
A filter bank system that is free from aliasing, amplitude and phase distortion is called a 
perfect reconstruction (PR) filter bank. As shown previously the two-channel QMF designs, 
known so far, try to satisfy the power-complementary (PC) and the QMF conditions. How­
ever, the linear phase (LP) and PC conditions are mutually exclusive for two-channel banks 
except when N = 2 solution in (3.43). In order to achieve perfect reconstruction the LP 
condition or the PC and QMF conditions must be relaxed. Smith and Barnwell [22] have 
shown that perfect reconstruction is possible if the linear phase constraint is relaxed. Their 
design method is based on spectral factorization of an FIR halfband filter. The resulting 
filters are called conjugate quadrature filters (CQF).
A half-band filter is a symmetric FIR digital filter whose h(n) has the property that 
h(n) = 0 for n even, n /  0. The frequency response has the following characteristics: 
H(e^w)+H{e^v~w )̂ = 2fi(0), f p + f s — it and 6P = 6S. where f p and f s are thepassband and 
stopband cutoff frequencies respectively, and 6P, 6S are passband and stopband maximum 
errors respectively.
In the CQF design procedure the following choices are made:
H x{z) = z H o i - z - 1) (3.48)
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G0(z) = Hoiz-1) (3.49)
Gi(z) = z - 'H o i - z )  (3.50)
where Hq(z) is FIR but not linear phase. Substituting into (3.30) results in
H o ^ H o i z - 1) + H o i - z - ^ H o i - z )  = 2 (3.51)
Let Fo(z) = Hq{z)Ho(z~1), then (3.51) can be written as
F0(z) + F a ( - z )  = 2 (3.52)
The design procedure starts with the design of a zero phase half-band filter F(z). Construct 
F0(z) from F(z) such that Fo(e^w) > 0 for all w. Then compute the spectral factor Hq(z) 
using a spectral factorization technique. If all the zeros of Hq(z) are picked inside the unit 
circle then this is the minimum phase factor and H\(z)  is the maximum phase factor.
3 .2 .3  T w o-channel L inear P h ase  P R  filter bank
In some applications like image processing it is desirable to have linear phase filters in 
the analysis bank. Such a system should not be confused with a perfect reconstruction 
system which is free from phase distortion (i.e. T(z) has linear phase). For example, the 
CQF system is PR but its filters have non linear phase, while the QMF system is not PR 
but its filters have linear phase. Vaidyanathan [20], Vetterli [25] outlined procedures for 
designing LP PR filters by relaxing the power complementary condition and the relation 
H \(z ) = Hq(—z) (i.e. give up “quadrature mirror” property). By choosing Gq(z) = H \(—z)
and Gi ( z )  = —H q ( - z )  the aliasing term in (3.27) is canceled and the perfect reconstruction 
condition, allowing for a delay, becomes
H q{ z ) H x { - z )  -  H 0{ - z ) H x { z )  = z ~n0 (3.53)
The other constraint is the linear phase requirement for Hq(z)  and H\ ( z ) .  An FIR filter with 
real coefficients has linear phase if hfc(ra) = hk[Nk~ 1 — n] where is the length of the filter. 
Note that h(n) can be symmetric, or anti-symmetric and have even or odd length. For even 
length the center of symmetry is a multiple of 1/2 and for odd length it is an integer. Using 
the polyphase representation and the above two constraints, Vaidyanathan and Nguyen [20] 
have shown that only two cases (type A and B) lead to perfect reconstruction filters.
• Type A system: both filters have even length and opposite symmetry.
• Type B system: both filters are symmetric and have odd lengths, however with the 
following additional “length constraint”: No + Ni — multiple of 4.
The design problem is to optimize the frequency response of the analysis filters subject to 
the perfect reconstruction constraint (3.53). As shown in [10], this can be achieved using 
the Lagrange multipliers optimization method described in [17].
3.3 T w o D im en sion al M u ltira te  S ystem s
In this section we consider the case for 2-D signals (images) only, however the concepts can 
be extended to M-D signals. A 2-D analog signal x a(t)  is a function of the variable t which 
can be defined as a column vector,
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where U, i = 1, 2, is a continuous variable representing time or space. Let x(n)  be a sampled 
version of za(t)> such that x(n ) = xa(Dn) where
n =
ni
n2
(3.55)
and D is the sampling matrix made up of sampling vectors T\ and T2 which are defined as
Ti =
T2 =
Tu
T21
Ti 2
T22
(3.56)
(3.57)
" ■ “ ■
h Tu Tj2 Til
t2 T2i £ to
1
n2
The lattice LAT(D) generated by the sampling matrix D is the set of sample points t = Dn
(3.58)
The matrix D that generates LAT(D) is not unique and the lattice may or may not be 
separable. A separable lattice is a lattice that can be represented by a diagonal matrix. 
For example, the rectangular lattice has a sampling matrix form of Dr and matrix Dh can 
generate a hexagonal sampling lattice.
Dr =
Tu o 
0 T22
(3.59)
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D h = (3.60)
T u  T\2
T21 — T2 2
The number of input lattice samples contained in a unit cell represents the reciprocal of 
the sampling density and is given by N  = \det(D)|. Downsampling by M, means M points 
on the sampling lattice are kept while all the others are discarded.
t
*■ 4
Figure 3.7: Hexagonal resampling and decimation by 2 of a rectangular grid.
Figure (3.7) is an illustration of the hexagonal resampling and decimation by two of 
an 8x8 grid. The dots represent the original rectangular sampling and the circled dots
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represent the resulting grid after resampling using the matrix
Dh.2 —
1 1
1 -1
(3.61)
Note this resulted in a reduction by two of the sampling density. If a decimation by 4 is 
desired the following matrix can be used
DhA =
1 1
2 - 2
1 0
0 - 2
1 1
1 -1
(3.62)
This subsampling by four can be realized using a cascaded structure of a 1-D decimator 
along the vertical direction followed by a hexagonal resampling/decimation by two as in 
Figure (3.7). To avoid aliasing the 2-D decimation filter should have a diamond shaped
support in the frequency domain as shown in Figure (3.8). 
<02 <o2
' ! ■?' -i ~ Vi
(a)
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j i /2
-71
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Figure 3.8: Frequency domain support for hexagonal decimation filters: (a) Hex decimation 
by 2 (b) Hex decimation by 4
Mersereau [18] has shown that the most efficient sampling geometry for a circularly
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bandlimited signal is the hexagonal sampling using the following matrix
Dhc =
1
Is
h i
vs V3 0 1 1
i - 1 0 1 1 - 1
(3.63)
The sampling density of this matrix is . Therefore the hexagonally sampled signal has 
13% fewer samples than the rectangularly sampled one.
Filtering in 2-D can be done using separable or non-separable filters. Separable fil­
ters offer low complexity processing, while the non-separable counterparts have more de­
grees of freedom, thus allowing better design. A filter H(z\ ,Z2 ) is separable if H(z\ ,Z2 ) = 
H i(z i)H 2{z2 )- If Hi(z) = H2(z) = H(z)  then H (z i , z 2) = H{zi)H{z2). Figure (3.9) shows 
an implementation of a four-channel filter bank system using separable QMF, while Figure 
(3.10) shows the non-separable counterpart.
2:1
2:1
Band 2
x(n,nt)
2:1
B and 32:1
2:1
1:2
1:2
1:2
H(Z) 1:2
H(Z)
H(Z)
Hl-Z)
H(Z)
H(Z)
Figure 3.9: Two-dimensional separable QMF bank system.
Figure 3.10: Two-dimensional non-separable filter bank system.
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3.4 S tructures o f  Subband D eco m p o sitio n  S ystem s
There are many ways to decompose a signal into multiple frequency bands as shown in 
Figure (3.11). The decomposition can be accomplished in a single stage (uniform structure) 
or in a multistage (tree structure).
(a) In the uniform (single stage) structure the signal frequency spectrum is decomposed 
into M equal bands by the filter bank using one stage decimation.
(b) In the Regular tree (multistage) structure the input signal is successively divided 
into smaller equal frequency bands at each stage of the tree. It offers greater flexibility in the 
choice of filter bank design. This structure can be interpreted as a digital implementation 
of the short time fourier transform (STFT or window FT) used in the time-frequency signal 
analysis, in which case the width of the window is constant.
(c) In the octave (or dyadic) band tree structure (multistage) the input signal frequency 
spectrum is divided into bands one octave wide. The channels bandwidths are equal on a 
logrithmic scale. This structure is similar to the discrete wavelet transform analysis used 
in mathematics.
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Figure 3.11: 1-D Subband decomposition structures.
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ALGORITHM  DESIGN A N D  
SIMULATION RESULTS
There are many issues to be addressed in the design of a subband coding system, among 
them are the structure of the subband decomposition system, the design of the filters and a 
quantizer that is best suited for subband decomposition and finally the choice of the coder.
4.1 F ilter  Bank Structure
The decomposition of signals into subbands can be accomplished using a uniform or a 
nonuniform structure as discussed in the last section of Chapter 3.
Woods described a subband coding scheme in [27]. His method uses the regular tree 
structure, as shown in Figure (4.1). The decomposition of the image spectrum into equal 
bands is shown in Figure (4.2). The choice for the algorithm in this thesis is the dyadic
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Figure 4.1: Tree structure for 16-band separable subband coder (2 levels).
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Figure 4.2: Frequency decomposition using the regular tree structure (2 levels).
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(or octave) band tree structure. The number of bands in this structure is less than that 
in the regular tree case for the same number of levels (stages). It, also, has capabilities 
for progressive image coding and decoding. In computer vision, multifrequency channel 
decompositions are interpreted through the concept of multiresolution, which provides a 
way for analyzing the image information and details at different resolutions. This structure 
is an implementation of multiresolution analysis, in the sense that the image is decomposed 
into lower resolution in a pyramid hierarchical structure.
Rows Columns Rows Columns
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DATA
LPF
LPF
LPF
HPF Tz
* LPF — » 1 ?
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HPF
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HPF
LPF Tz H Ll
HPF
HH1
First Level Second Level
Quantizer
Coder
OUTPUT
CODE
LPF = Lowpass Filter; HPF = Highpass Filler.
Figure 4.3: Structure of the octave subband image compression system (2 levels).
Referring to Figure (2.1) this image decomposition system accomplishes the same func­
tion as the transform, so it should be followed by a quantizer (Q) stage and a coder (C).
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When the image is uncompressed the process is reversed. Figure (4.3) shows the diagram
of this structure for two levels and Figure (4.4) shows the decomposition of the bands in
the frequency domain. In this algorithm the default number of levels is set to three, but
the program offers the option to modify it, and to experiment with this parameter. 
co2
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71/4
71/8
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HL3
LL3
HH3
LH3
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. tol
0 7C/8 7t/4 7t/2 7t
Figure 4.4: Frequency decomposition using the octave band tree structure (3 levels).
4.2 Im p lem en tation  o f  C onvolution
For simplicity, this algorithm is implemented using separable filters. The 2-D convolution 
is implemented by performing 1-D convolution/decimation along the rows first. Then the 
same operation is applied along the columns of the resulting output.
Normally, the direct form implementation of the convolution equation generates an 
output array which is N-l (N being the length of the filter) samples longer than the input
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array. The filter output exhibits a startup transient length equal to , the group delay. 
A similar effect occurs at the end of the input data. Thus, the subband images have 
larger number of pixels than the original image. From a compression standpoint, this is 
counterproductive especially if the filters are long. Therefore it is desirable to generate a 
convolution output array of the same size as the input array.
This problem is addressed by disregarding (not calculate) the samples representing the 
startup and end responses which generally do not contain useful information. This 
sample skip at both start and end (N/2 for N even) in the convolution output compensates 
for the delay of an odd length causal linear phase FIR filter. Even length filters have a 
delay which is not an integer number of samples so the N/2 sample skip is half a sample 
too large.
Another issue that needs to be addressed is the image boundaries. To perform the 
convolution at the beginning and end points, the data points outside the image bound­
aries are assumed to be zero. Another technique that has been used to handle the image 
boundaries is the circular convolution. The convolution input sequence is assumed to be 
periodic. However, when the local pixel intensity at opposite boundaries is very different, 
this may introduce objectionable distortions and artificial high frequency coefficients at the 
boundaries. One other method which yields good performance for coding is the symmetric 
extension method. The input sequence is assumed to have mirror symmetry at the bound­
aries. Then the reflected values are used for the data points outside the image boundaries. 
After experimenting with these various schemes, the symmetric extension method is chosen 
for this algorithm because it has a slight edge in energy compaction.
In general the direct convolution is computationally inefficient compared to other meth­
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ods when the filter length, N, is greater than 12. Substantial gain in speed can be obtained 
by using an fFt based fast convolution method such as the overlap and add or the overlap 
and save methods. However, in the case of decimation by M, the direct convolution speed 
can be improved by computing only every M th output sample, since these are the only 
samples needed after decimation. Hence, the convolution takes the form
N—l
Xd(n) — ^  x (M n  — k)h(k) (4.1)
k=o
The number of multiplications is reduced by M.
A similar saving can be made in the interpolation process. In the case of an interpolation 
by L, L-l out of every L samples are zero. Those samples do not need to be multiplied and 
each tap in the filter is multiplying a meaningful value only 1/L of the time. Figure (4.5) 
illustrates these structures.
A further reduction in computational load can be obtained if the filters are linear phase 
(symmetric or anti-symmetric). For an odd length causal symmetric FIR filter the convo­
lution equation can be rewritten as
AT- 3
y(n) = ^ )x{n -  ^  “  *) +  x (n  ~ -N + & -f 1)] (4.2)
L 1  k= o
This form of linear phase convolution requires half the number of multiplies that non linear 
phase convolution requires.
To resample the original image hexagonally, it is horizontally resampled by a factor of 
4/7 using the decimation by a rational factor technique shown in Figure (3.4). Then the 
image is resampled using the matrix given in (3.61), which results in another decimation
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by two along the horizontal direction. Therefore the lowpass filter has a cutoff frequency of 
| .  This filter was designed using the Hanning window and its coefficients can be found in 
listing 5 of chapter 6. At the decoder after re-synthesizing the image, the inverse operation 
is performed by resampling horizontally by 7/4 and then using the inverse of the matrix
(3.61).
(a)
T"̂  V
0  t 
i^ 6
U>--------
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.rt«)—  It
(c) («
Figure 4.5: Efficient structures for decimation and interpolation: (a) direct-form decimation,
(b) efficient decimation, (c) direct-form interpolation, (d) efficient interpolation.
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4.3 F ilter  C hoice
Much of the theory on filter bank design is concerned with the issue of mathematical perfect 
reconstruction. However, for subband coding this may not be exactly achieved due to the 
quantization of the coefficients. Therefore, it is important that the filter bank should not 
be a source of significant degradation, and the system should be robust in the presence 
of subband quantization noise. Also, it is known that non linear phase filtering of images 
produces visible degradation.
A design that is optimal (good energy compaction and less reconstruction noise) for 
coding should take into consideration aliasing energy, energy compaction in the subbands, 
minimum inter-band coefficients correlation, strict confinement of low frequency, joint lo­
calization in time and frequency, and linear phase. All of these parameters can be combined 
to yield an objective criterion for optimization.
In this thesis, we experimented with two types of filters. The first type of filters are 
the LP QMF which have linear phase, even length and “quadrature mirror” property. The 
coefficients for the highpass analysis filter, hi(n), and the synthesis filters, go(n) and gi(n), 
are obtained using the following equations
hi (n) = ( ~ l ) nh0{n) (4.3)
g0{n) = 2 h0(n) (4.4)
9 \{n) = —2hi(n) (4.5)
The coefficients for the analysis LPFs, ho(n), are given in Table (4.1) and are labelled,
haar and J16A. The Haar filter is the only filter which satisfies the PR, QMF, LP and PC 
requirements for a two-band system. It has good localization (resolution) in time (or space) 
but poor frequency response. The Johnston filter approximates the PR requirement and 
the coefficients for various filter lengths can be found in Appendix 7.1 of [5].
The second types of filters are the PR QMF which have even lengths and no linear phase 
requirement. The relation between the analysis and synthesis filters is
h1(n) = ( - l ) nh0( N - 1 - n )  (4.6)
g0(n) = 2h0(N - 1 - n )  (4.7)
9l (n) = 2h1(N  - 1 - n )  (4.8)
The phase response of the 4 and 8 tap Daubechies [6] filters (labeled db4 and db8) is
almost linear and the passband is flat.The filter coefficients are given in Table (4.1) and the
frequency responses are shown in Figure (4.6).
n haar jl6A db4 db8
0 0.5 0.001050167 0.34150635 0.16290171
1 0.5 -0.005054526 0.59150635 0.50547286
2 -0.002589756 0.15849365 0.44610007
3 0.02764140 -0.0915063 -0.01978751
4 -0.009666376 -0.13225358
5 -0.09039223 0.02180815
6 0.09779817 0.02325181
7 0.4810284 -0.00749349
N 2 16 4 8
Table 4.1: LPF Coefficients and lengths
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Figure 4.6: LPF frequency response.
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4.4  Q uantizer
The subband decomposition is an alternative representation of image data but the number 
of bits used to store it has not changed. To compress the image data, a decision must be 
made as to which coefficients to code and how many bits to use to code them. The term 
“coefficient” is used here to refer to the pixel value (a real number) of a subband. Referring 
to Figure (4.3) and (4.4), the algorithm consists of taking the lowpass (LL3 band) subband 
in full, and then deciding which coefficients within the remaining subbands (LH, HL, HH) 
to keep. The problem is in deciding which of the nonzero high frequency (AC) coefficients 
correspond to a visually important detail and which correspond to noise. For simplicity, 
threshold quantization (see Chapter 2 for definition) can be used, although this would leave 
extra noise and visually unimportant information in the compressed image.
In this algorithm, uniform quantization is used to quantize each band. It is implemented 
using this equation
qim(k) = round{ (4.9)
n
where f i m (k )  is the kih coefficient of a given band, qim(k) is the corresponding quantized 
value, n (or binsize) is a user specified number and round is an operation which converts a 
real number (float) to the nearest integer (int). The quantization step, n, is specified by the 
user according to the amount of desired compression. A larger step size, n, will result in a 
larger error in the quantized coefficients. This should lead to less bits per coefficient and a 
higher compression ratio. This is similar to the JPEG scheme where the quality setting (Q) 
is user specified. Note that n is divided by two at the next higher level (lower resolution). 
In other words higher resolution bands (i.e. LH1, HL1 HH1) are more coarsely quantized 
than lower resolution (LH2, HL2, HH2) bands.
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4.5 C oder
Coding is the assignment of bits to the quantized coefficients (coding of resulting integers). 
Any of the lossless compression techniques such as RLC, HC, LZW or arithmetic coding 
can be used to accomplish this. In this algorithm arithmetic coding is chosen because of its 
flexibility and compression efficiency, although it is slow. If speed is desired, the compression 
program in this thesis can be easily adapted to call on “COMPRESS” to code the quantized 
coefficients.
The basic algorithm of the arithmetic coder, as described in [23] is as follows:
1)Initialize “current interval” [L,H)  to [0,1).
2) For each incoming symbol from the source data, perform two steps:
a) subdivide current interval to subintervals, one for each possible alphabet symbol. 
The size of a symbol’s interval is proportional to the estimated probability that the next 
incoming symbol will be this symbol, according to the model of the input data.
b) select the subinterval corresponding to the symbol that actually occurs next in the 
incoming data, and make it the new current interval.
3) output enough bits to distinguish the final current interval from all other possible final 
intervals, and this is the final code of the input data.
4.6 E xp erim en ta l R esu lts
The test images are 8 bits/pixel (grayscale) images. As shown in Figure (4.7) they include 
the famous “Lena” image, which is the test image used in most published works on image 
compression, “Striker” (graphics image) and “Dspl” (text image). The histograms for these 
images are shown in Figure (4.8) and their statistics are tabulated below.
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Image Size (bytes) Zero Order Entropy Unix Compress CR
Lena 65551 7.45 1.015
Striker 102415 4.85 2.1
Dspl 128015 1.57 5.9
Table 4.2: Original images statistics
4 .6 .1  Im age D ecom p osition
Figure (4.9) shows a rearranged form of the “Lena” image after decomposition into 10 
bands (3 resolution levels) using the filter “jl6A ”, given in Table (4.1). The high frequency 
bands (HL, LH, HH) represent edges along the vertical, horizontal and diagonal directions 
respectively at each resolution level. These bands contain the image’s detail information at 
different resolutions. The fourth band (LL3) contains the coarse information or the general 
shape of the original image. As shown in Figure (4.9b), these low frequency bands (LL1, 
LL2, LL3 from left to right) are a blurred and a reduced (due to decimation) version of the 
original with a lower resolution as the decomposition level gets higher.
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Figure 4.7: Original images: (a) 800x278 “Dspl” (b) 256x400 “Striker” (c) 256x256 “Lena”.
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(c)
Figure 4.9: Multiresolution Decomposition of “Lena”: (a) 3 level decomposition (b) LL 
bands at each level (c) labeling of bands in (a) with respect to Fig. (4.4)
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4.6.2 Coefficients Distribution
Another interesting observation is the statistical distribution of the bands coefficients. The 
intensity at edge discontinuities is often modeled to be roughly a Laplacian distribution [2]. 
This is shown to be fairly accurate by the distribution of the high frequency coefficients in 
Figure (4.10). Also, note the similarity between the histograms of the original image and
that of the low frequency bands (LL1, LL2, LL3),
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Figure 4.10: Bands Coefficients Distribution for “Lena”.
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4 .6 .3  C om pression  Perform ance
The compression efficiency of this algorithm using the given filters is compared against a 
JPEG (or DCT) based algorithm. The comparison is made in terms of compression ratio 
vs distortion (SNR). The mean squared error criteria, L 2 norm, is used to measure the 
noise. Also, visual evaluation is taken into consideration. The results of compressing the 
test images using the unix COMPRESS (lossless compression) are shown in Table (4.2). 
The results using the JPEG algorithm are shown in Table (4.3) for “Lena” , Table (4.4) for 
“Striker” and Table (4.5) for “Dspl” , where Be is the number of bytes in the compressed 
image and Q is the quality factor ranging from 1 to 95. Q is a user parameter specifying 
the desired compression indirectly. The default quality setting is 75 and a lower value will 
result in a higher compression ratio (CR) and more distortion.
The results using Johnston’s filter with rectangular sampling are shown in Table (4.6) 
for “Lena” , Table (4.7) for “Striker” and Table (4.8) for “Dspl”. These results indicate 
a comparable performance (SNR) between JPEG and this algorithm at low compression 
ratios (less than 15:1), however at higher compression ratios (CR  > 30) the degradations 
of the JPEG algorithm are more severe. Also, as shown in Figure 4.12(b) and 4.12(f), the 
MSE criterion for measurement of image distortion does not always correlate very well with 
what the viewer sees.
The results of compressing the three images using Daubechies filters are shown in Table 
(4.9) for “db8” and Table (4.10) for “db4”. These results indicate that the performance 
of the 4 tap filter is similar to that of the 8 tap filter. For certain applications, the slight 
gain in compression does not justify fully the use of the higher tap filter which has a higher 
computation load. Also, it appears that decomposition beyond level 3 does not further
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improve the algorithm’s performance. Again these filters compare favorably against the 
JPEG algorithm, especially at high CR.
The results of compressing the text image and “Lena” using the Haar filter (2 tap) 
are shown in Table (4.11) and (4.12) respectively. For the compression of the text image, 
this filter does a better job than JPEG and the other filters. This can be explained by its 
good localization (or compact support) in the time domain, which is appropriate for edge 
handling. However, its performance is inferior for the other images.
The extension of this algorithm to hexagonally sampled images resulted in a slight in­
crease in compression performance. Since the subsampling is implemented using separable 
filters and rectangular decomposition, the results showed similar trends as for the rectan­
gular sampling geometry. As expected the size of the original image is reduced by about 
13% after hexagonal resampling. Simulation results are shown in Table (4.13) and Figure 
(4.16) for the “Lena” image.
The most striking difference between this algorithm and JPEG is in the type of distortion 
(or noise) that is generated and which is most noticeable at low bit rates (less than 0 . 2  bpp). 
This is demonstrated in Figures (4.13) and (4.12). First, notice the details which have been 
preserved by this algorithm. Edges and general shapes are preserved despite high noise 
level and the distortion is primarily restricted to textures. The DCT based method (JPEG) 
introduces a “blocking” effect. Also since it is a Fourier based technique, it can exploit the 
low-frequency aspects of the image, but at the expense of the edge information, which is 
spread out across the frequency spectrum. Also when the high frequencies have quantization 
error, this gives rise to the Gibbs phenomenon.
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Q Be (bytes) C.R. Lv error SNR (db) Figure
75 11578 5.7 4.796 28.8
50 7665 8 . 6 6.428 26.3
2 0 4443 14.8 8.839 23.5 4.11(a)
1 0 3009 2 1 . 8 11.087 2 1 . 6 4.11(b)
5 2079 31.5 14.568 19.2 4.12(a)
2 1456 45.0 23.992 14.8 4.12(b)
Table 4.3: Compression of “Lena” (original 65551 bytes) using JPEG
Q Be (bytes) C.R. L,2 error SNR (db) Figure
75 19111 5.4 5.750 30.6
50 12238 8.4 7.841 27.9
25 7622 13.4 10.205 25.6 4.14(a)
1 0 4730 21.7 13.739 23.0
2 2239 45.7 25.038 17.8 4.14(b)
Table 4.4: Compression of “Striker” (original 102415 bytes) using JPEG
Q Be (bytes) C.R. Li error SNR (db) Figure
75 31053 7.0 3.8 35.8
50 20938 10.4 5.5 32.5
25 14086 15.4 7.5 30.0
1 0 8411 25.9 1 0 . 6 26.8 4.15(b)
5 5746 37.9 13.9 24.5 4.15(a)
Table 4.5: Compression of “D spl” (original 128015 bytes) using JPEG
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Levels Binsize Be (bytes) C.R. 1/2 error SNR (db) Figure
2 2 0 5493 11.9 7.54 24.9 4.11(c)
3 2 0 5411 1 2 . 1 9.86 2 2 . 6
2 40 2802 23.4 11.29 21.4 4.11(d)
3 40 2704 24.2 13.26 2 0 . 0
4 50 2055 31.2 2 0 . 2 1 16.3 4.12(c)
3 75 1273 51.5 17.09 17.8 4.12(d)
4 80 1180 55.6 22.40 15.4 4.13(a)
3 1 0 0 918 71.4 18.54 17.1
3 1 2 0 752 87.2 19.96 16.4 4.13(b)
3 140 661 99.2 21.31 15.9
Table 4.6: Compression of “Lena” (original 65551 bytes) using filter J16A.
Levels Binsize Be (bytes) C.R. Z2  error SNR (db) Figure
2 2 0 9556 10.7 19.7 19.9
3 40 5951 17.2 32.6 15.5
4 60 4038 25.4 38.3 14.1
4 80 3064 33.4 44.1 12.9
3 1 0 0 2390 42.9 46.5 12.4 4.14(d)
4 140 1591 64.4 51.5 1 1 . 6
Table 4.7: Compression of “Striker” (original 102415 bytes) using filter J16A.
Levels Binsize Be (bytes) C.R. L2 error SNR (db) Figure
3 2 65854 3.3 3.9 35.5
3 5 42717 5.1 4.3 34.6
3 15 22082 9.9 14.0 24.4
3 30 12115 18.0 26.9 18.7
Table 4.8: Compression of “D spl” (original 128015 bytes) using filter J16A.
Levels Binsize Be (bytes) C.R. L 2 error SNR (db) Figure
LENA
5 30 3683 17.8 38.8 10.7
3 30 3724 17.6 13.2 2 0 . 0
2 30 3864 17.0 1 0 . 6 2 2 . 0
2 50 2203 29.8 13.8 19.7
2 1 0 0 1043 62.8 2 0 . 1 16.4
STRIKER
2 1 0 17655 5.8 1 0 . 8 25.1
2 30 7252 14.1 27.1 17.1
3 30 7573 13.5 29.2 16.5
DSP1
2 1 0 29217 7.4 6 . 2 31.5
3 30 12694 17.1 32.3 17.1
Table 4.9: Compression of the three images using “db8 ” .
Levels Binsize Be (bytes) C.R. Li error SNR (db) Figure
LENA
3 1 0 10259 6.4 6 . 1 26.7
6 2 0 5783 11.3 29.9 12.9
4 2 0 5842 1 1 . 2 1 2 . 1 2 0 . 8
2 2 0 5941 1 1 . 0 7.3 25.1
1 2 0 6410 1 0 . 2 7.9 24.4
2 30 4060 16.1 1 0 . 0 22.4 4.11(e)
3 30 3965 16.5 10.3 2 2 . 2
3 38 3073 21.3 1 2 . 0 20.9 4.11(f)
3 50 2213 29.6 14.4 19.3 4.12(e)
3 75 1326 49.4 2 2 . 0 15.6 4.12(f)
STRIKER
2 1 0 17497 5.9 8 . 2 27.4
2 30 7344 13.9 25.2 17.8 4.14(c)
DSP1
2 1 0 24876 8.7 4.2 34.7
3 30 11791 18.5 30.5 17.6
Table 4.10: Compression of the three images using “db4”.
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Levels Binsize Be (bytes) C.R. L2 error SNR (db) Figure
2 1 0 12151 5.4 4.5 29.3
4 1 0 12094 5.4 4.6 29.2
2 2 0 6999 9.4 7.3 25.1
7 40 3582 18.3 1 2 . 2 20.7
3 40 3593 18.3 1 1 . 8 2 1 . 0
Table 4.11: Compression of “Lena” (original 65551 bytes) using “haar” filter.
Levels Binsize Be (bytes) C.R. L 2 error SNR (db) Figure
4 1 0 14001 15.5 2 . 1 40.7
3 2 0 9939 21.9 5.0 33.4 4.15(d)
2 50 5444 40.0 13.9 24.4 4.15(c)
Table 4.12: Compression of “Dspl” (original 128015 bytes) using “haar” filter
Filter Levels Binsize Be (bytes) C.R. L 2 error SNR (db) Figure
db4 2 2 0 5541 1 2 1 0 . 8 2 1 . 8
db4 3 40 2497 26 14.3 19.3
db4 3 75 1115 59 17.8 17.4
J16A 3 2 0 4928 13 13.1 2 0 . 1 4.16(b)
J16A 2 40 2298 28 13.3 2 0 . 0 4.16(c)
J16A 3 1 0 0 793 83 18.9 16.9 4.16(d)
Table 4.13: Compression of hexagonally resampled “Lena” (original 65551 bytes).
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Figure 4.11: Compressed “Lena” image: (a) JPEG CR=14 SNR=23 (b) JPEG CR=22 
SNR=21 (c) J16A CR=12 SNR=25 (d) J16A CR=23 SNR=21 (e) db4 CR=16 SNR=22 
(f) db4 CR=21 SNR=21
Figure 4.12: Compressed “Lena” image: (a) JPEG CR=31 SNR=19 (b) JPEG CR=45 
SNR=15 (c) J16A CR=31 SNR=16 (d) J16A CR=51 SNR=17 (e) db4 CR=30 SNR=19 
(f) db4 CR=49 SNR=15
ass-s;
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Figure -4.13: “Lena” compressed at very low bit rate: (a) J16A CR=55 SNR = 15 (b) J1GA 
CR=87 SNR=16
m * -
$/'
Figure 4.14: Compressed “Striker” image: (a) JPEG CR=13 SNR=25 (b) JPEG CR=46 
SNR=18 (c) db4 CR=14 SNR=18 (d) J16A CR=43 SNR= 1 2
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Figure 4.15: Compressed text image: (a) JPEG CR=38 SNR=24 (b) JPEG CR—26 
SNR=27 (c) Haar CR=40 SNR=24 (d) Haar CR=22 SNR=33
Figure 4.16: Compression of hexagonally resampled “Lena” using filter J16A: (a) original 
image (b) CR=13 SNR=20.1 (c) CR=28 SNR=20.0 (d) CR=83 SNR=16.9
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CONCLUSIONS
The objective of this thesis was threefold. The first objective was to apply the concepts 
of multirate digital signal processing to the compression of grayscale images. The original 
digital image spectrum is decomposed into octave wide bands. The low frequency bands 
represent the original image at lower resolutions and the high frequency bands represent 
the edges (or details information) at the different resolutions and orientations. Thus, this is 
a multiresolution image decomposition. The histogram of the low frequency band is similar 
to that of the original image, which means they both have about the same compression 
potential. However, the histograms of the high frequency bands show a pdf with zero mean 
and a very compact support, indicating a high potential for compression.
Three test images including a text image were used for the experiment. Although this 
testing sample is too limited to make definite conclusions, the experimental results indicate 
that this method has a compression efficiency comparable to JPEG, despite the fact that 
a very simple quantizer has been used. This method has a nicer degradation at low bit 
rates. It does not generate the same type of distortion (“blocking effect”) as JPEG and
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the distortion appears to be restricted to texture. Kalman filtering or image enhancement 
techniques may be used to reduce this distortion.
The second objective was to extend this method from a rectangular to a hexagonal sam­
pling geometry using separable filters. This resulted in a slight increase of the compression 
ratio. Another extension which may yield better results is to use non-separable 2-D filters 
with hexagonal support to implement a hexagonal subsampling.
The third objective was to explore the application of this lossy compression technique to 
text images. The Haar filter had the best performance in this case. From the results, we can 
conclude that this method does not lend itself very well to this type of images which have 
a high AC component. The LZW algorithm which takes advantage of repeating patterns is 
more appropriate.
This decomposition of the image spectrum in a pyramid hierarchy has capabilities for 
progressive image coding/decoding and transmission. For example, only the smallest image 
(i.e. coarse resolution) can be decoded for browsing purposes in an image archival system. 
The user can decide whether to stop at a given resolution or continue the image retrieval up 
to the original level of detail. In progressive transmission, the image can be sent through 
a low-capacity channel in such a way that a low resolution version of the image becomes 
available quickly, and higher resolution information is added gradually.
The implementation of this algorithm does not require complex computation. The 
computation load is reduced by four after each level and the fast convolution (fft) can be 
used if the number of filter taps is high.
The performance of this algorithm can be improved by finding an optimum quantizer 
for the subbands coefficients. The following areas for further study are recommended:
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(a) exploit correlation between bands;
(b) edges seem to appear at the same location at each resolution level, take advantage of 
this to eliminate false edges (i.e. set false edge coefficients to zero).
(c) The design of the analysis and synthesis filters should be optimized for subband coding 
and consideration should be given to the quantization noise.
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A PPE N D IX
These programs are written in standard C and compiled using gcc on a Sun Sparc station.
Listing 1: Main program used for compression.
Listing 2: Functions which implement the subband decomposition.
Listing 3: Main program used to uncompress.
Listing 4: Functions which implement the reconstruction of the bands.
Listing 5: Program and routines for conversion of rectangular sampling to hexagonal sam­
pling.
Listing 6 : Routines used to find bands statistics.
Listing 7: Routines used to implement quantizer.
Listing 8 : Various utilities used for handling image data.
Listing 9: Program used to calculate the coding error and SNR.
Listing 10: Default filter file “j l 6 ” .
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/ * .......................L IS T IN G  1 ............................................V
/* file qcompr.c */
/* Author: ALI AKROUF 
EE dept, UNLV
*/
/* Compression main program */
/* To compile using gnu C : gcc qcompr.c -lm * /
/* Need a filter file (in correct format) in order to run, default 
filter file is given in LISTING 10 */
^include < std io .h >
^ include < m alloc.h >
^ include " Im g A n a ly sis .c"
^ include " im g -u t i l .c "
^ include " q u an t.c"
^ include " s t a t s .c "
unsigned char *buffer, *p;
long ImgS;
int Im gW , ImgL;
void options(int *statop, int *bandop, int ^levels, char filterfile[20])
{
int op;
printf("You have s e l e c t e d  th e  o p t io n  t o  change th e  f o l lo w in g  p a r a m e te r s : \n"); 
printf("E nter 1 t o  sa v e  bands f o r  v ie w in g , p r e s s  any o th e r  key o th e r w ise \n " );  
scanf("'/,d",bandop);
printf("E nter 1 t o  sa v e  bands s t a t i s t i c s ,  p r e s s  any o th e r  key o th e r w ise \n " );  
scanf( "’/.d" ,statop);
printf (" E n ter  1 t o  change number o f  d eco m p o sit io n  l e v e l s \n " ) ;
scanf("'/,d",&op);
if (op = =  1) {
printf("E nter d e s ir e d  v a lu e  f o r  number o f  l e v e ls \n " ) ;  
scanf("*/,d",levels); } 
printf ("E n ter 1 t o  change f i l t e r s  f i l e \ n " ) ;  
scanf("'/,d",&op); 
if  (op = =  1) { 
printf("E nter f i l t e r s  f i l e  name\n"); getchar();
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gets(filterfile); }
}
main(int argc, char *argv[])
{
int j, 1, x, y, cr; 
long i;
int levels = 3;
int statop = 0 ;
int bandop = 0 ;
char filtersfile[2 0 ] = " j l 6 ";
float *fimage, *fim;
float **coefficients;
short *image, *im;
unsigned short *bin;
char outfilename[25], s[4], code[30];
double compfact;
FILE *outfile;
if ((argc < 3) || (argc>4)) { 
printf("Improper number of argum ents\nM); 
printf("Usage: qcompr <inf ilename> <compfact> [o]\n"); 
exit(l);
}
if (get_image_size(argv[l],&ImgW,&ImgL) = =  -1 )  exit(l);
ImgS =  ImgW*ImgL; 
buffer = malloc(ImgS);
if (readimage(argv[l],buffer) = =  - 1 ) exit(l); 
fimage = (float *) maUoc(ImgS*sizeof(float));
if (fimage = =  NULL) { printf("Memory a l lo c a tio n  e rro r \n " ) ; exit(l); }
/* convert char image to float */ 
for (i=0; idm gS; i++)
*(fimage+i) = (float) *(buffer+i); 
free( buffer);
if (argc > 3) options(&statop,&bandop,&levels,filtersfile);
/* allocate memory for coefficient storage */ 
coefficients = CoeffStorage(ImgS, & levels, ImgW, ImgL); 
if (coefficients = =  NULL) {printf("Mem e rro r\n " ); free(fimage); exit(l);}
printf("Decomposing image in to  bands. . .\n ");
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transform(fimage,ImgW,ImgL, levels, filtersfile, coefficients); 
free(fimage);
if (bandop = =  1 ) { 
printf("converting image bands from f lo a t  to  c h a r . . An"); 
x = ImgW; y = ImgL; 
for (i= 0 ; idevels; i+ + ) { 
x /  2 ; y /  2 ; 
for (j=0; j<4; j+ + )  { 
p = (unsigned char *) malloc(x*y); 
if (p==NULL) { printf("mem e rro r\n " ); exit(l); } 
fim = coefficients[4*i+j]; 
convert _to_char (fim ,p ,x*y); 
switch (j) {
case 0: { sprintf(s,",/.s,/,d","LL",i+l);; break; } 
case 1: { sprintf(s,"*/,s'/,d","LH",i+l); break; } 
case 2 : { sprintf(s,"'/,sV.d","HL",i+l); break; } 
case 3: { sprintf(s,"'/.s*/.d","HH",i+l); break; } 
default: exit(l);
}
printf("saving */,s image band\n",s);
writeJmage(s,p,x,y);
free(p);
}
}
}
if (statop = =  1 ) { 
printf("Saving c o e f f ic ie n ts  s t a t i s t i c s . . An"); 
coeffjstats(coefficients,ImgS,levels);
}
x = InigW/power(2,levels); y = ImgL/power(2,levels);
fimage = (float +) malloc(ImgS=i=sizeof(float)); 
if (fimage = =  NULL) {printf("mem e rro r\n " ); exit(l);} 
fim = fimage;
for (i=0; i<x*y; i+ + ) fim[i] = coefficients[4*(levels—l)][i]; 
fim + =  x*y;
for (l=levels—1 ; 1> 0 ; 1— ) { 
for (i= 0 ; i<x*y; i+ + ) { 
fim[i] = coefficients[4*l+l][i]; 
fim[i+x*y] = coefficients[4+l-i-3][i]; 
fim[i+2*x+y] — coefficients[4*I+2j[i];
}
fim + =  3*x*y;
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x *= 2; y *= 2;
}
printf( " done\n");
FreeTree(coefficients, levels);
cr = atoi(argv[2 ]); 
compfact =  (double) cr; 
printf("Quantizing c o e f f i c ie n t s . . An"); 
image =  (short *) malloc(ImgS*sizeof(short));
bin =  (unsigned short *) malloc((3*levels+l)*sizeof(unsigned short));
quantize (fimage,image,ImgS,levels,compfact,bin);
free(fimage);
sprintf(outfilename, "'/.s. q" ,argv[l]);
outfile = fopen(outfilename,"w");
fprintf(outfile,"’/,d */,d ’/,d",ImgW,ImgL,levels);
fwrite(bin,sizeof(unsigned short ),3*levels-fl,outfile);
fwrite(image ,sizeof( short) ,ImgS,outfile);
fclose(outfile);
free(bin); free(image);
/* I f  using arithmetic coder, make sure file ’’comp-2*” is in the same 
directory as the executable o f this program, or give path on next line */ 
sprintf(code,‘"/,s - f  ’/.s","comp-2 ",outfilename);
/* Uncomment statement on next line and
comment statement above to use COMPRESS */
/* sprintf(code, ”%s %s”,”compress”,outfilename) */ 
system(code);
/* comment or delete statements on next 3 lines to use COMPRESS */ 
printf("Saving compressed image to  '/,s\n",outfilename); 
sprintf(code,"'/,s */,s 7,s" ,"m v","test. cmp",outfilename); 
system(code);
}
/*...............................LISTING 2 ....................................V
/* file ImgAnalysis.c */
/* This file is needed by the compression program */
/* Author: ALIAK RO U F  
EE dept, UNLV
*/
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#  include <stdio.h>
#  include <malIoc.h>
float ConvSum(float *data, float *filter, int fltlength, int symmetry, 
int d, int left, int right, int odd)
{ /* This function implements the convolution sum and returns one 
output sample y[n] = SUM(h[k]x[n-k]); 0 =< k < fltlength; 
h[k] = filter impulse response; 
x[n] = input data sequence;
*/
int i, k, NC; 
float sum — 0 .0 ; 
float *s;
if ((sym m etry==l) && (odd)) NC =  2 *fltlength-l; 
else if ((symmetry 7  ̂ 0) && (!odd)) NC = 2 *fltlength; 
else NC = fltlength; 
s = (float *) malloc(NC*sizeof(float)); 
if (right>0) { for (i=0; i<NC; i+ + ) { 
if (i<right) s[i] = *(data-(right — 1 — i)*d); 
else s[i] = *(data— (i-right)*d); }
}
else if (left> 0 ) { for (i= 0 ; i<NC; i+ + ) { 
if (i>NC—1 -left) s[i] = *(data—(2*(N C-1—left)—i+l)*d); 
else s[i] = *(data—i*d); }
}
else { for (i=0; i<NC; i+ + ) s[i] = *(data — i*d); } 
for (i= 0 ; i<fltlength; i+ + ) { 
if (symmetry = =  1 ) { 
if ((i= =fltleng th-l) && (odd)) 
sum + =  s[i] * filter[i]; 
else sum + =  (s[i] +  s[N C -l-i])  * filter[i];
}
else if (symmetry = = 2 ) 
sum + =  (s[i] -  s[NC—1 —i]) * filter[i]; 
else sum + =  s[i] * filter[i];
}
free(s); 
return sum;
} /* End o f ConvSum */
void ConvDec2(float *indata, int X, int Y, float *h,
int N, int symmetry, int d, float *outdata,int odd)
{ /* This function performs 1-D convolution and decimation o f input sequence.
*1
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int i, j, delay, right, left, NC; 
long 1, lx;
/* if d = 1, do row convolution, otherwise column convolution */ 
if (symmetry = =  1) { delay = N—1; NC = 2*N—1; } 
else { delay = (N -2)/2 ; NC = N; } 
for (i=0; i<Y; i+ + ) { 
if (d = = l)  { 1 = i*X/2; lx = i*X+delay; } 
else { 1 = i; lx = i+delay*Y; } 
for(j=0; j<X; j+ = 2) { 
if (j+delay+l<NC) { left = N C -j-de lay -1 ; right = —1 ; } 
else if (j+ delay> X -l) { right = j+delay-X +1; left = -1 ; } 
else { left = —1 ; right = —1 ; }
outdata[l] = ConvSum(indata+lx,h,N,symmetry,d,left,right,odd);
1 + =  d;
if (j+ delay< X -l) lx + =  2*d;
}
}
} /* End o f filterdec2 */
void buildlevel (float *indata, int ImgW, int ImgL, float +LPF, float *HPF, 
int NO, int N l, int S, float **outdata, int 1)
{ float *LRimage, *HRimage; 
int X, i, SLPF, SHPF, odd; 
long j;
switch (S) {
case 1 : { SLPF = 1; SHPF = 1; odd = 1; break; } 
case 3 : { SLPF = 1; SHPF = 2; odd = 0; break; } 
default : { SLPF = 0; SHPF = 0; odd = 0; }
}
LRimage = (float *) malloc((ImgW/2)*ImgL*sizeof(float)); 
if (LRimage = =  NULL) { printf("Mem e rro r\n " ); exit(l); }
HRimage -  LRimage;
/* Low pass branch */
ConvDec2 (indata,ImgW,ImgL,LPF,NO,SLPF, 1,LRimage,odd); /* Row LPF */
X = ImgW/2;
ConvDec2(LRimage,ImgL,X,LPF,NO,SLPF,X,outdata[4*l],odd); /* LPF - LPF  */ 
ConvDec2(LRimage,ImgL,X,HPF,N1,SHPF,X,outdata[4*l+l],odd);/* LPF - HPF */ 
ConvDec2(indata,ImgW,ImgL,HPF,N1,SHPF,1,HRimage,odd); /* Row HPF */ 
ConvDec2(HRimage,ImgL,X,LPF,NO,SLPF,X,outdata[4*l+2],odd); /* HPF - LPF */ 
ConvDec2(HRimage,ImgL,X,HPF,Nl,SHPF,X,outdata[4*l+3],odd); /* HPF - HPF */ 
free(HRimage);
}
float **CoeffStorage(long datalength, int *levels, int ImgW, int ImgL)
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{ /♦ This function allocates dynamic memory for storage o f resulting 
coefficients 
*/
float ++tree; 
int i, j, x, y;
x = ImgW; y = ImgL;
tree = (float +♦) malloc(*Ievels*sizeof(float *)*4);
/* j  = datalength; +/ 
for(i=0 ; i<*levels; i+ + ) { 
x / 2 ; y /  2 ; j = x * y; 
if (j = =  0 ) {
♦levels = i;
printf("Too many le v e ls \n " ); 
printf(”levQls now se t to  '/.d\n",♦levels);
}
if ((x% 2  7  ̂ 0 ) 11 (y% 2  # 0 )) {
♦levels = i+ 1 ;
printf("Dimansion not m u ltip le  of 2\n"); 
prin tf("levels now se t to  ’/,d\n",♦levels);
}
tree[4+i] = (float +) malloc(j+sizeof( float)); 
tree[4+i+l] =  (float ♦) malloc(j+sizeof(float)); 
tree[4+i+2] = (float ♦) malloc(j+sizeof(float)); 
tree[4+i+3] = (float ♦) malloc(j+sizeof(float));
}
return tree;
} I* End o f CoeffStorage ♦/
void FreeTree(float ♦♦tree, int levels)
{
int i;
for (i = 4+levels—1; i>0; i— ) 
free(tree[i]); 
free(tree);
} /♦ End o f FreeTree ♦/
int getfilters(char ♦Fname, int +N0, int ♦Nl, float ♦LPF, float ♦HPF, int f) 
{
int n, type; 
float c;
FILE ♦fin;
if ((fin = fopen(Fname,"r")) = =  NULL) {
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printf ("F a ilu re  opening f i l t e r s  f i l e \ n M); 
exit(l);
}
fscanf(fin,"'/,d '/,d '/,d\n",NO,Nl,&type); 
i f ( f = =  1){
prin tf(" read in g  f  i l t e r s \ n " ) ;  
for (n = 0; n<*N 0; n + + )
{ fscanf(fin,"'/,f \n",&c); LPF[n] = c; } 
for (n=0; n<*Nl; n++ )
{ fscanf(fin,"'/.f\n",&c); HPF[n] = c; }
}
fclose(fin); 
return type;
} /* End o f getfiltlen */
void transform(float *indata, int ImgW, int ImgL, int levels, 
char *filterfile, float **CoefF)
{
float *HPF, *LPF; 
int NO, Nl, i, S, x, y;
S = getfilters(filterfile,&NO,&Nl,LPF,HPF,0);
HPF = (float *) malloc(Nl*sizeof(float));
LPF = (float *) malloc(NO*sizeof(float));
if ((HPF = =  NULL) || (LPF = =  NULL)) {printf("Mem e rro r\n " ); exit(l); } 
S = getfilters(filterfile,&NO,&Nl,LPF,HPF,l); 
x = ImgW; y -  ImgL; 
for (i=0; i<levels; i+ + ) { 
printf("Building le v e l */,d . .  .\n " ,i+ l); 
buildlevel(indata, x, y, LPF, HPF, NO, Nl, S, Coeff, i); 
indata = CoefF[4*i]; 
x = x/2;
Y = y/2;
}
free(HPF); free(LPF);
}
/*.................................... LISTING 3 ................................V
/* file quncompr.c */
/* This is the decompressor program */
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/* Need filter file (same as used in compressor) in order to run */
/* Written by: ALI AKROUF, EE dept, UNLV */
^include <stdio.h>
^include <malloc.h>
^include " Im g S y n th es is .c"
^include " im g -u til .c "
^include "quan t. c"
void options(int ^levels, char filterfile[20])
{
int op;
printf("You have s e l e c t e d  th e  o p t io n  t o  change th e  f o l lo w in g  p a r a m e te r s : \n");
p rin tf("P ress 1 t o  s e l e c t  o p t io n ,  any o th e r  key o th e r w ise \n " );
printf ("Change number o f  d eco m p o sit io n  l e v e l s \n " ) ;
scanf('"/,d",&op);
if (op = =  1) {
printf("E nter d e s ir e d  v a lu e  f o r  number o f  le v e l s \n " ) ;  
scanf("'/,d",levels); } 
printf (" R e c o n s tr u c t io n  f i l t e r s  f i l e \ n " ) ;  
scanf("'/,d",&:op); 
if (op = =  1) { 
printf("E nter f i l t e r s  f i l e  name\n"); getchar(); 
gets(filterfile); }
}
main(int argc, char *argv[])
{
int levels, ImgW, ImgL;
char filterfLle[20] = " jl6 " ;
char code[50];
char *fname;
int i j,l, x, y;
float *fimage, *fim;
float **coefflcients;
short *image;
int *im, +img;
unsigned short *bin;
unsigned char *buffer;
FILE *fin; 
long k, size, ImgS;
if ((argc < 2) || (argc > 3)) {
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printf("Improper number of arguments\n"); 
printf("Usage: quncompr <infilename> [o]\n"); 
exit(l);
}
/* decode */
/* I f  using arithmetic decoder, make sure file ”expand-2*” is in the same 
directory as the excutable o f this program */
/* I f  not using arithmetic decoder, comment or delete next 4 lines */ 
if ((strstr(argv[l],M .q \0") ) = =  NULL) { 
printf("Not a .q f i le \n " ) ;  exit(l); } 
sprintf(code,"'/.s -c  7,s","expand-2",argv[l]); 
fname = " te s t .o u t" ;
/* I f  using UNCOMPRESS uncomment next 2 lines */
/* sprintf(code, ”%s %s”, ’’uncompress”, argv[l]); */
/* fname = argv[l]; */ 
system(code);
if ((fin = fopen(fname,"r")) = = NULL) { 
printf("Error opening decoded f i le \n " ) ;  exit(l); } 
fscanf(fin, '"/,d ’/,d 7,d", &ImgW,&ImgL,&levels); 
printf("ImgW=7d ImgL='/,d levels='/,d\n",ImgW,ImgL,levels);
ImgS = ImgW+ImgL;
/* unquantize */
bin = (unsigned short *) malloc((3=i'levels+l)*sizeof(unsigned short)); 
image = (short *) malloc(ImgS*sizeof(short)); 
if ((image = =  NULL) || (bin = =  NULL)) { 
printf("mem e rro r\n " ); fclose(fin); exit(l); } 
fread(bin,sizeof(unsigned short),3*levels+1 ,fin); 
fread(image ,sizeof( short),ImgS,fin); 
fclose(fin);
if (argc>2) options(&levels,filterfile); 
im = (int *) malloc(ImgS*sizeof(int)); img =  im; 
unquantize(image,im,ImgS,levels,bin); 
free(image); free(bin);
coefficients = RCoeffStorage(ImgS, levels);
if (coefficients = =  NULL) { printf("Mem e rro r\n " ); exit(l); }
printf("R etrieving bands . . .\n ");
size = ImgS/power(4,levels);
for (k=0; k<size; k++) coefficients[4*(levels—l)][k] = (float) *im++; 
for (l=levels—1; 1>0; 1— ) { 
for (k=0; k<size; k++) coefficients[4*l-t-l][k] = (float) *im++; 
for (k=0; k<size; k++) coefficients[4*l4-3][k] = (float) *im++; 
for (k=0; k<size; k++) coefficients[4*1+2][k] = (float) *im++; 
size *= 4;
}
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free(img);
p r in tf (" r e c o n s tr u c tin g . . .\n " );
fimage = (float *) malloc(ImgS*sizeof(float));
reconstruct(fimage,coefficients, ImgW, ImgL, levels, filterfile);
FreeRTree(coefficients,levels); 
printf("converting image . . An"); 
buffer = malloc(ImgS); 
con vert_to_char(fimage,buffer ,ImgS); 
free(fimage);
printf("Saving im age r e c o n s tr u c te d  image t o  '/,s\n", argv[l]);
i = writeJmage(argv[l],buffer,ImgW,ImgL);
free(buffer);
} /* End o f main */
/*  LISTING 4 ....................................... V
/* file ImgSynthesis.c */
/* This file is needed to uncompress */
/* written by: ALI AKROUF, EE dept, UNLV */
#  include <stdio.h>
#  include <malloc.h>
float IConvSum(float *data, float *filter, int fltlength, int symmetry, 
int j, int d, int left, int right,int odd)
{
int i, k,NC; 
float sum = 0.0; 
float *s;
if ((symmetry = =  1) && (°dd)) NC = fltlength—j; 
else if ((symmetry 0) && (!odd)) NC = fltlength; 
else NC = fltlength/2; 
s = (float *) malloc(NC*sizeof(float)); 
if (right>0) { for (i=0; i<NC; i+ + ) { 
if (i<right) s[i] = * (d a ta -(rig h t-l- i)* d ); 
else s[i] = *(data-(i-right)*d); }
}
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else if (left>0) { for (i=0; i<NC; i+ + ) { 
if (i>(NC—1—left)) s[i] =  * (d a ta -(2 * (N C -le ft-l)- i+ l)* d ); 
else s[i] =  *(data—i*d); }
}
else { for (i=0; i<NC; i+ + ) s[i] = *(data — i*d); } 
k = 0;
for (i=j; i<fltlength; i+=2) { /* printf(”k=%d ”,k); */ 
if (symmetry = = 1 )  { 
if (i= = fltleng th-l) sum + =  s[k] * filter[i]; 
else sum + =  (s[k] + s[N C -l-k ]) * filter[i];
}
else if (symmetry = =  2) sum + =  (s[k] — s[NC—1—k]) * filter[i]; 
else sum + =  s[k] * filter[i];
k++; } 
free(s); 
return sum;
} /* End of ConvSum */
void ConvInt2(float *indata, int X, int Y, float *h,
int N, int symmetry, int d, float *outdata, int add, int odd) 
{ /* This function performs 1-D interpolation and convolution 
*/
int i, j, delay, M, right, left, NC; 
long 1, be;
/* i f  (d == 1) Horizontal convolution */ 
if (symmetry = =  0) { NC = N/2 ; delay - N/2; } 
else { delay = N—1; NC = N; }
M = delay/2; 
for (i=0; i<Y; i+ + ) { 
if(d= = l) { 1 = i*X*2; lx = i*X+M; } 
else { 1 = i; lx = i+M*Y; } 
for(j=0; j<X; j+ + )  { 
if (j+M +l<N C ) {left = N C -j-M -1 ; right = -1;} 
else if ( j+ M > X -l)  { right = j+ M -X + 1; left = -1 ; } 
else { left = -1 ; right = -1 ; } 
if (add) { 
if ((delay%2) = =  0) { 
outdata[l] + =  IConvSum(indata+lx,h,N, symmetry, 0,d, left, right, odd); 
1 + =  d;
outdata[l] + =  IConvSum(indata+lx,h,N, symmetry, l,d, left, right, odd);
}
else {
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outdata[l] + =  IConvSum(indata+lx,h,N, symmetry, l,d , left, right, odd);
1 + =  d;
outdata[l] + =  IConvSum(indata+lx+d,h,N, symmetry, 0,d, left, right, odd);
}
}
else {
if ((delay%2) = =  0) { 
outdata[l] = IConvSum (indata+lx,h,N,symmetry,0 ,d,left, right ,odd);
1 + =  d;
outdata[l] = IConvSum(indata+lx,h,N, symmetry, l,d , left, right, odd);
}
else {
outdata[l] = IConvSum(indata+lx,h,N,symmetry,l,d,left,right,odd);
1 + =  d;
outdata[l] = IConvSum(indata+lx+d,h,N,symmetry,0,d,left,right,odd);
}
}
1 + =  d;
if (j+M < X—1) lx + =  d;
}
}
} /* End o f filterInt2 */
void reclevel (float **indata, int ImgW, int ImgL, float *LPF, float *HPF, 
int NO, int N l, int S, float *outdata, int 1)
{ float *LRimage, *HRimage; 
int Y, SLPF, SHPF, odd;
switch (S) {
case 1 : { SLPF = 1; SHPF = 1; odd = 1; break; }
case 3 : { SLPF = 1; SHPF = 2; odd = 0; break; }
default: { SLPF = 0; SHPF = 0; odd = 0; }
}
LRimage = (float *) malloc(ImgW*2*ImgL*sizeof(float)); 
if (LRimage = =  NULL) { printf("Mem e rro r\n " ); exit(l); }
HRimage = LRimage;
p rin tf("reconstructing  LP b ra n c h .. An");
ConvInt2(indata[4*l],ImgL,ImgW,LPF,NO,SLPF,ImgW,LRimage,0,odd); /* Col LPF */ 
ConvInt2(indata[4*l+l],ImgL,ImgW,HPF,Nl,SHPF,ImgW,LRimage, 1,odd);/* Col HPF */ 
Y = ImgL*2;
ConvInt2(LRimage,ImgW,Y,LPF,NO,SLPF,l,outdata,0,odd); /* Row LPF */ 
p rin tf("reconstructing  HP b ra n c h .. An");
ConvInt2(indata[4*l+2],ImgL,ImgW,LPF,NO,SLPF,ImgW,HRimage,Ojodd);/* Col LPF */
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ConvInt2(indata[4*l+3],ImgL,ImgW,HPF,Nl,SHPF,ImgW,HRimage,l,odd);/i< Col HPF */ 
ConvInt2(HRimage,ImgW,Y,HPF,Nl,SHPF,l,outdata,l,odd); /* Row HPF */ 
free(HRimage);
}
float **RCoefFStorage(long datalength, int levels)
{ /* This function allocates dynamic memory for storage o f resulting 
coefficients 
*/
float **tree; 
int i, j;
tree = (float **) malloc(4*levels*sizeof(float *)); 
j = datalength; 
for(i=0; i<levels; i+ + ) { 
j / 4 ;
if (j = =  0) { 
levels = i;
printf("Too many le v e ls \n " ) ; 
prin tf("levels now s e t  to  */,d\n",levels);
}
tree[4*i] = (float *) malloc(j*sizeof(float)); 
tree[4*i+l] = (float *) malloc(j*sizeof(float)); 
tree[4*i-f2] = (float *) malloc(j*sizeof(float)); 
tree[4*i+3] = (float *) malloc(j*sizeof(float));
}
return tree;
} End of CoeffStorage */
void FreeRTree(float **tree, int levels)
{
int i;
for (i = 4*levels—1; i>0; i— ) 
free(tree[i]); 
free(tree);
} /* End of FreeTree */
int getRfilters(char *Fname, int *N0, int *N1, float *LPF, float +HPF, int f) 
{
int n, type;
FILE *fin;' 
float If, hf;
if ((fin = fopen(Fname,"r")) = =  NULL) { 
printf ("F a ilu re  opening f i l t e r  f i le \n " ) ;
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exit(l);
}
/*■ type 1 is LP PR (NO = N l) odd, linear phase 
type 3 is LP PR (NO != N l) even, linear phase 
type 2 is CQF (NO = N l) even, non linear phase; 
type 0 is QMF (NO = N l) even, linear phase;
fscanf(fin,"'/,d ’/.d '/.d\n",Nl,NO,&type); 
if ( f = =  1){ 
printf( "reading  f i l t e r s \n " ) ;  
for (n=0; n<*N l; n++ ) { 
fscanf(fin,"'/.f \n  " ,&lf); 
switch (type) { 
case 0: {
LPF[n] = 2.0*lf; 
break; }
case 2 : (LPF[*N1-1—n] = 2.0*lf; break;} 
default : { 
if ((n%2) = =  0) HPF[n] = 2.0*lf; 
else HPF[n] = -2.0*lf; }
}
} printf("\n"); 
for (n=0; n<*N0; n+ + ) { 
fscanf(fin,l"/,f\nM,&hf); 
switch (type) { 
case 0: {
HPF[n] = -2.0*hf; break;} 
case 2: { H PF[*N 0-l-n] = 2.0*hf; break; } 
default : {
if ((n%2) = =  0) LPF[n] = -2.0*hf; 
else LPFjn] =  2.0*hf; }
}
}
}
fclose(fin); 
return type;
} /* End o f getRfilters */
reconstruct(float *fimge, float t+Coeff, int ImgW, int ImgL, int levels, 
char *filterfile)
{
float *HPF, *LPF, *outdata; 
int NO, N l, i, S; 
int x, y; 
long j;
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S = getRfilters(filterfile,&NO,&Nl,LPF,HPF,0);
HPF = (float *) malloc(Nl*sizeof(float));
LPF = (float *) malloc(NO*sizeof(float));
if ((HPF = =  NULL) || (LPF = =  NULL)) {printf("Mem e rro r\n " ); exit(l); } 
S = getRfilters(filterfile,&NO,&Nl,LPF,HPF,l);
x = ImgW/(power(2,levels)); y = ImgL/(power(2,levels)); 
for (i=levels—1; i>0; i— ) { 
printf("R econstructing le v e l '/,d . .  .\n",i); 
outdata = (float *) malloc(x*y*4*sizeof(float)); 
reclevel(Coeff, x, y, LPF, HPF, NO, N l, S, outdata, i); 
x *= 2;
y *= 2; printf("ImgW = '/.d ImgL = '/,d\n",x,y); 
if (i>0) {
memcpy(Coeff[4*(i-l)],outdata,x*y*sizeof( float)); 
free(outdata);
}
}
free(HPF); free(LPF);
memcpy(fimge, outdata, ImgW*ImgL*sizeof(float)); 
free(outdata);
}
/* ...............................LISTING 5 .................................*/
/* File RH.c */
/* This is the program that converts an image from a rectangular to 
hexagonal sampling or vice versa */
/* To compile : gcc HR.c */
/* Usage : RH <input hie name> [options] */
/* Options :
none (i.e. blank) means convert from red to hex, store in a 
hie with .h extension, then from hex to red, store in a hie 
with .rh extension.
1 means convert from red to hex.
2 means convert from hex to red.
*/
/* Author : Ali Akrouf 
EE dept, UNLV
V
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^include <stdio.h>
^include <malloc.h>
^ in clu d e "R H convert.c"
^ include " im g - u t i l .c "
main(int argc, char *argv[])
{
int ImgW, ImgL, x, op=0; 
long k;
unsigned char *buffer; 
float * fimage; 
char fn[50];
if (argc>2) op = atoi(argv[2]);
if (getJmage_size(argv[l],&ImgW,&ImgL) ==  -1 )  exit(l);
if (op = =  2) x = ImgW*8/7;
else x = ImgW;
buffer = malloc(ImgW*ImgL);
if (readJmage(argv[l],buffer) = =  -1 )  exit(l);
fimage = (float *) malloc(x*ImgL*sizeof(float));
for (k=0; k<ImgW*ImgL; k++ ) fimage[k] = (float) buffer[k];
free(buffer);
if ((op==0) || (op= = l)) {
Rect _to_Hex(fimage ,&ImgW ,ImgL ,7,8); 
printf("saving hex image\n"); 
buffer — malloc(ImgW*ImgL);
for (k=0; k<ImgW*ImgL; k-f+) buffer[k] = (unsigned char) fimage[k];
sprintf(fn,"'/,s .h",argv[l]);
write _image(fn, buffer, ImgW, ImgL);
free( buffer);
}
if ((op==0) || (op==2)) {
Hex_to_Rect (fimage ,&Img W ,ImgL ,8,7); 
buffer = malloc(ImgW*ImgL);
for (k=0; k<ImgW*ImgL; k++ ) buffer[k] = (unsigned char) fimage[k];
sprintf(fn,"'/,s .rh",argv[l]);
write Jmage(fn,buffer,ImgW,ImgL);
free(buffer);
}
free(fimage);
}
/* file RHconvert.c */
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/* Needed by RH.c */
^include <stdio.h>
^include <malloc.h>
/* static float filterf] =
{ -3.01314816834181 e-4, -1.61574268613724e-3, -3.90222282544419e-3, 
-5.97185738838380e-3,-5.57094911115797e-3,2.44870422668853e-18, 
1.2896395190195e-2, 3.37113325556302e-2, 6.08270333818451e-2,
9.04356548365184e-2,1.17305857427149e-l, 1.36102878320461e-l, 
1.42857142857143e-l, 1.36102878320461e-l, 1.17305857427149e-l,
9.04356548365184e-2, 6.08270333818451e-2, 3.37113325556303e-2, 
1.28963951901915e-2, 2.44870422668852e-18, -5.57094911115797e-3, 
-5.97185738838381 e-3, -3.90222282544419e-3, -1.61574268613724e-3, 
-3.01314816834181 e-4 }; */ /* LPF with wc =  p i/7  */ 
static float filter[] =
{—3.85396116159216e—4, -1.53114048626050e-3, -2.83024845949626e-3, 
—2.9230479278980e—3, 1.57236122566390e-18, 7.65207966944769e-3, 
2.10174470017997e—2, 3.98362190065706e-2, 6.23913138826011e-2, 
8.57003368851464e—2, 1.06094176455770e-l, 1.20042103297930e-l, 
1.25000000000000e—1, 1.20042103297930e-l, 1.06094176455770e-l, 
8.57003368851464e—2, 6.23913138826011e-2, 3.98362190065706e-2, 
2.10174470017997e—2, 7.65207966944769e-3, 1.57236122566390e-18,
—2.92304791278981e—3, -2.83024845949627e-3, -1.53114048626049e-3, 
—3.85396116159216e—4}; /* LPF with wc=pi/8 */
float conv(float *data, float *h, int kO, int j, int ImgW, float L)
{
int k;
float sum = 0.0; 
float a;
for (k=k0; k<25; k+=L) { 
if (j>ImgW) a = *(data+ImgW —1—j); 
else if (j<0) a = *(data+j); 
else a = *data— ; 
sum + =  a*L*h[k];
j — ;
}
return sum;
}
void Rect_to_Hex(float *fimage, int +x, int ImgL, int L, int M)
{
int i, j, lj, dj, ImgW; 
float *temp, *ptr;
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ImgW =  *x;
printf("Converting r e c t  to  hex . .  An"); 
temp =  (float *) cafloc(ImgW*ImgL,sizeof(float)); 
if (temp = =  NULL) { printf("mem e r ro r \n M); exit(l); } 
ptr = temp;
for (i=0; i<ImgL; i+ + ) { 
dj = 0;
for (j=0; jdm gW ; j+ + ) {
if (i%2 = =  0) { /* even rows */ 
for (lj=0; lj<L; lj++ ) { 
if ((j*L+lj)%M = =  0) /* sample point at the M /L location */
{ *temp++ = conv(fimage+i*ImgW+j+2,filter,ljj+2,ImgW,(float)L); dj++; }
}
}
else {
for (lj=0; lj<L; lj++ ) { 
if ((j*L+lj-M /2)%M  = =  0)
{ *temp++ = conv(fimage+i*ImgW4-j+2,filter,lj,j+2,ImgW,(float)L); dj++; }
}
}
}
}
*x = dj; printf("Hex ImgW = '/,d\n",*x);
memcpy(fimage,ptr,dj*ImgL*sizeof(float));
free(ptr);
}
void Hex_to_Rect(float *fimage, int *x, int ImgL, int L, int M)
{
int i, j, lj, dj, ImgW; 
float *temp, *ptr;
ImgW = *x;
printf ("Converting hex to  r e c t  . .  An"); 
temp = (float *) calloc((ImgW*L/M)*ImgL,sizeof(float)); 
if (temp = =  NULL) { printf("mem e rro r\n " ); exit(l); } 
ptr = temp;
for (i=0; icImgL; i+ + ) { 
dj=0;
for (j=0; j<ImgW; j+ + ) { 
if (i%2 = =  0) { 
for (lj=0; lj<L; lj++) {
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if ((j*L+lj)%M = =  0) /* sample point for even rows */
{ *temp++ = conv(fimage+i*ImgW+j+l,filter,ljj+l,ImgW,(float)L);
dj++;}
}
}
else { odd rows */
for (lj=—L/2; lj<L/2; lj++) {
if ((j*L+lj+L/2)%M = =  0) /* sample points for odd rows */
{ *temp++ = conv(fimage+i*ImgW+j-fl,filter,lj+L/2 j+1,ImgW,(float)L);
d j+ + ;}
}
}
}
}
*x = dj; printf("Rect ImgW = y,d\n",*x); 
memcpy (fimage,ptr,dj*ImgL*sizeof(float)); 
free(ptr);
}
/* ................................LISTING 6 ................................ */
/* file stats.c */
^include <stdio.h>
^include <malloc.h>
^include <string.h>
^include <math.h>
double mean(double *p, int k)
{
int 1;
double sum = 0.0;
for (1=0; l<k; 1++) sum + =  *(p+l) * 1; 
return sum;
}
double variance(double mean, double *p, int k) 
{
int 1;
double sum = 0.0;
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for (1=0; l<k; 1++) sum + =  *(p+l) * (1-mean) * (1—mean); 
return sum;
}
# define SMN 1.0e-20 
double entropy(double *p, int k)
{
int 1;
double sum = 0.0;
for (1=0; l<k; 1++) if(*(p+l) > SMN) sum - =  *(p+l) * log(*(p+l)); 
return (sum/log(2.0));
}
#undef SMN
void save(double *p, char *arg2, int min, int max)
{
FILE toutfile; 
int 1;
if ((outfile = fopen(arg2, "w")) = =  NULL) { 
printf("Error opening '/,s f  ile\n",arg2); 
exit(l);
}
for (l=min; l<m ax+l; 1++) { 
fprintf(outfile," '/,d '/.f \n" ,l,p [1 -  min]);
}
fclose(outfile);
}
void stats(float *fimage, long *size, char filename[10])
{
double *probs; 
float m, v, e; 
int *image;
int j, tmp, max, min, range; 
long i, imgs;
FILE *outfile;
imgs = *size;
printf("size=,/,d\n",imgs);
image = (int *) malloc(imgs*sizeof(int));
if (image = =  NULL) {printf("mem e r ro r \n M); exit(l); }
printf("rounding c o e f f s . . An");
♦image = (int) *fimage; 
min = max = ♦image;
for (i= l; i<imgs; i+ + ) { 
tmp = image[i] = (int) fimage[i]; 
if (tmp>max) max = tmp; 
else if (tmp<min) min = tmp;
}
range = max — min + 1;
probs = (double *) malloc(range*sizeof(double));
for (j=min; j< m ax+ l; j+ + ) probs[j—min] = 0.0;
for (i=0; i<imgs; i+ + ) probs[image[i]—min] + =  1.0/imgs;
m = mean(probs,range);
v = variance(m,probs,range);
e = entropy(probs,range);
printf ("band ’/,s\n",filename);
printf("mean = */,f  variance = '/,f entropy = '/,f\n",m,v,e) 
save(probs,filename,min,max); 
free( probs); 
free(image);
}
void coefLstats (float **coef, long siz, int levels)
{
int 1;
char s[10]; 
long size;
size = siz;
for (1=0; lclevels; 1++) { printf (" le v e l '/,d. . .\n",l); 
size /  4; printf("size='/,d\n",size); 
sprintf(s,"'/,s,/,d.s","LL",l); 
stats(coef[4*l],&size,s); 
sprintf(s,",/,s'/,d. s","LH",l); 
stats(coef[4*l+l],&size,s); 
sprintf( s, " s'/,d. s "," HL " ,1); 
stats(coef[4*l+2],&size,s); 
sprintf(s,,"/,s'/,d, s" ,"HH" ,1); 
stats(coef[4*l+3],&size,s);
}
}
/♦ .....................................LISTING 7 ....................... V
/* file quant.c */ 
^include <m ath.h>
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#define MAX-BINS 511
quantize (fimage, qimage, ImgS, levels, compfact, bin_size) 
float *fimage; 
short * qimage; 
unsigned short *bin_size; 
long ImgS, levels; 
double compfact;
{
int level, binJndex, im_num, pyr_offset; 
double the_bin_size = compfact;
for (ImgS/4, level=l, binJndex=3*levels; 
level < levels;
level++, ImgS /  4, the_bin_size /  2.0) 
for (im_num — 3, pyr^offset = 3*ImgS; 
im_num > ((level = =  levels) ? 0 : 1);
im_num , pyr.offset—=ImgS, binJndex )
{
bin_size[binJndex] =
(unsigned short) ((the_bin_size<0.0)?(the_bin_size—0.5):(the_bin_size+0.5)); 
printf("l=y,d img#='/,d binindx='/,d binsize='/,d\n",level,im_num,binJndex,bin_size[bin jndex]); 
quantizeJmage(fimage+pyr_offset, qimage+pyr.offset, ImgS,(bin_size+bin_index) );
}
}
A_________________________________________________________________________________
qua,ntizeJmage() -  Quantizes floatJm and puts integer index values 
into intJm. The index values are simply round(val/binsize).
*/
quantizeJmage (floatdm, qJm, im_size, bin_size) 
register float *floatim; 
register unsigned short *bin_size; 
register short *qjm; 
long im_size;
{
register int i;
register double the.bin.size; 
register double ftemp, min, max;
/* And minimum, maximum o f image */
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for (i= l, min=max=floatJm[0]; i<im_size; i+ + )
{
ftemp = floatJm[i];
if (ftemp > max) max = ftemp;
else if (ftemp < min) min = ftemp;
}
printf("max='/,f min='/,f b in size= ,/,d\n",max,min,*bin_size);
if ( (max-m in) > ((MAX_BINS-2)*(*bin_size)) ) /* check for too many bins */
{
i = *bin_size;
*bin_size = (unsigned char) ( (max—min)/(MAX_BINS—2) + 0.5 );
/* ceil((double) ((max-min) /  (MAX-BINS-2))); */ 
printf("QUANTIZE: b in _ size  '/,d i s  too  sm all. Changed to  '/,d.\n", 
i, (*bin_size));
}
if (*bin_size < 1) *bin_size = 1; 
the_bin_size = (double) *bin_size;
for (i=0; i<im_size; i+ + )
{
ftemp = floatJm[i] /  the.bin.size;
qJmfi] = (short) ((ftemp<0.0)?(ftemp—0.5):(ftemp+0.5));
/* fioor( (double) (0.5 + floatJm[i]/the-binsize) ); */
}
A
unquantize() -  multiplies the values o f q.pyr by the bin.size.
*/
unquantize(qimage, image, ImgS, levels, bin_size) 
short *qimage; 
int *image, levels; 
long ImgS;
unsigned short *bin_size;
{
int level, binJndex, im_num, pyr.offset = 0;
for (ImgS>=(levels*2), level=levels, bin.index=0; 
level > 0;
level— , ImgS<C=2) 
for (im_num=((level = =  levels) ? 0 : 1); 
im.num < 4;
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im_num-f■+, pyr_offset+=ImgS, bin_index++)
{
printf ("Unquantizing le v e l '/,d, image '/,d\n", level, im_num); 
unquantize_image((qimage+pyr_offset), (image+pyr_offset), ImgS, 
bin_size[bin_index]);
}
}
unquantize_image(q_im, res, im_size, bin_size) 
register short *q_im; 
register int *res, im_size; 
register unsigned short bin_size;
{
register int i;
for (i=0; icim.size; i+ +) res[i] = (int) (qJm[ij * bin.size);
}
/ *  LISTING 8 .................................V
/* file img-util.c */
^include <stdio.h>
^include "macros.h"
/* Get next item from a PGM file, skip comments */ 
int readJtem (infile,string)
FILE *infile; 
char *string;
{
while (1)
{
if (fscanf(infile,"*/,s",string) ^  1) 
return(l);
if (string[0]^ '# ') 
return(O); 
fgets(string,80,infile);
}
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/* Find the size o f a PGM image */ 
int get_image_size (infilename,xsize,ysize) 
char infilename[80]; 
int *xsize,*ysizc;
{
FILE *infile; 
char string[80]; 
int ngraylevels;
if ((infile = fopen(infilename,"r")) = =  NULL) 
return( — 1); 
if (readJtem(infile,string) /  0) 
return(l); 
if (strcmp(string,"P5") 0) 
return(—2); 
if (read_item(infilc,string) ^  0) 
return(l);
*xsize = atoi(string); 
if (readJtem(infile,string) ^  0) 
return(l);
♦ysize = atoi(string); 
if (read_item(infile,string) ^  0) 
return(l); 
ngraylevels = atoi(string); 
fclose(infile); 
return(O);
}
/* Read a PGM image */ 
int read_image (infilename,image) 
char infdename[]; 
unsigned char *image;
{
FILE *infile;
char string[80];
int xsize,ysize,ngraylevels;
if ((infile = fopen(infilcnaine,"r")) = =  NULL) 
re tu rn (-l); 
if (read-item(infile,string) ^  0) 
return(l); 
if (strcmp(string,"P5") /  0) 
return(—2); 
if (readitem(infile,string) ^  0) 
return(l);
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xsize = atoi(string); 
if (read_item(infile,string) ^  0) 
return(l); 
ysize = atoi(string); 
if (read_item(infile,string) ^  0) 
return(l); 
ngraylevels = atoi(string); 
getc(infile);
if (fread(image,sizeof(unsigned char),xsize*ysize,infile) ^  xsize+ysize) 
return(2); 
fclose(infile); 
return(O);
}
/* Write an image stored in an unsigned char array to a PGM format file */
int writeJmage (outfilename,image,xsize,ysize) 
char outfilename[]; 
unsigned char *image; 
int xsize,ysize;
{
FILE *outfile;
static char *magic = "P5";
int ngraylevels=255;
if ((outfile = fopen(outfilename,"w")) = =  NULL) 
return(—1);
fprintf(outfile,"y,s\n'/,d '/.dXn'/.dXn",magic,xsize,ysize,ngraylevels);
fwrite(image,sizeof( char),xsize*ysize,outfile);
fclose(outfile);
return(O);
}
/* Write an image stored in a float array to a file */
int write_float_image (outfilename,image,xsize,ysize,levels) 
char outfilename[]; 
float *image; 
int xsize,ysize,levels;
{
FILE *outfile;
if ((outfile = fopen(outfilename,"w")) = =  NULL) 
return(—1); 
fwrite(&xsize,sizeof(int),l,outfile); 
fwrite(&y size,sizeof(int), 1,outfile); 
fwrite(&levels,sizeof(int), 1,outfile); 
fwrite(image,sizeof(float),xsize*ysize, outfile);
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fclose(outfile);
return(O);
}
/+ Read a Boat image from a file and store it in a Boat array +/ 
int read Jloat Jmage(char infilenamef],float +fimage,
int +ImgW, int +ImgL, int +levels, int f)
{
FILE *infile; 
char string[80]; 
int xsize, ysize, 1;
if ((infile = fopen(infilename,"r")) = =  NULL) 
return(—1); 
fread(&xsize,sizeof(int), 1,infile); 
fread(&ysize,sizeof(int),l,infile); 
fread(&1 ,sizeof(int), 1,infile);
if (f = =  1) {
if (fread(fimage,sizeof(float),xsize+ysize,infile) /  xsize+ysize) 
return(2); } 
fclose(infile);
+ImgW = xsize; +ImgL = ysize; *levels = 1; 
return(O);
}
/+ Convert an unsigned char image into a Boat image +/ 
void convert_image_to.float (chJmage,xsize,ysize,flJmage) 
unsigned char +ch Jmage; 
int xsize,ysize; 
float +fl_image;
{
float +lastpt;
lastpt = flJmage + xsize+ysize;
for (;fl_image<lastpt;ch_image++,fl-image++)
+flJmage = (float) +ch Jmage;
}
/+ Convert a Boat image into an unsigned char image +/ 
void convert-image-to.char (flJmage,xsize,ysize,chJmage, 
scale Jac to r, offset ,absflag) 
float +fl jmage,scale_factor, offset; 
int xsize,ysize,absflag; 
unsigned char +chJmage;
{
float +lastpt,a;
lastpt = fl im age +  xsize+ysize;
for (;fljm age<lastpt;flJm age++,chjm age++)
{
if (absflag)
a = scale_factor+ABS(+fljmage) -f offset +  0.5; 
else
a = scale_factor+(+fl Jmage) + offset + 0.5;
+chjmage = (a<0.0) ? 0 : ((a>255.0) ? 255 : (unsigned char)a);
}
}
/+ Compute the difference between two unsigned char images */ 
void image_difference (imagel,image2,xsize,ysize,diffJmage, 
scale Jactor, offset, absflag) 
unsigned char +imagel,+image2,+diffjmage; 
int xsize, ysize, scale Jactor, offset, absflag;
{
unsigned char +lastpt; 
int a;
lastpt =  imagel + xsize+ysize;
for (;imagel<lastpt;imagel++,image2++,difLimage++)
{
if (absflag)
a = scale_factor+ABS((int)+image2—+imagel) +  offset; 
else
a = scaleJactor+((int)+image2—+imagel) + offset;
+diffJmage = (a<0) ? 0 : ((a>255) ? 255 : (unsigned char)a);
}
} end o f image-difference +/
int power (int base, int n)
{ int i, ans = 1; 
for(i=l; i<n; i+ + ) ans = ans + base; 
return (ans);
}
void convert J;o_char (float +fimage, unsigned char +image, long ImgS) 
{
int i, k;
for(i=0; icImgS; i+ + )
+(image+i) = (unsigned char) +(fimage+i);
}
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/* file macros.h */
#define MIN(a,b) ((a)<(b) ? (a) : (b)) 
#defme MAX(a,b) ((a)>(b) ? (a) : (b)) 
#define ABS(x) (((x)<0) ? —(x) : (x))
#define TRUE 1 
#  define FALSE 0
/* ........................... LISTING 9 ............................ */
/* file lperror.c */
^include <stdio.h>
^include <malloc.h>
^include <math.h>
#include " im g -u til.c "
unsigned char *buffer;
long ImgS;
int ImgW, ImgL;
/* Compute the Lp error o f the approximation rec o f orig 
as well as the Lp signal to noise ratio */ 
void Lp.error (unsigned char *orig, unsigned char * rec,int xsize,int ysize, 
double p,double *Lperror, double +SNR)
{
int i;
double sumorig,sumdiff;
sumorig = sumdiff — 0.0;
for (i =xsize*ysize;i > 0;i----,orig++ ,rec++)
{
sumorig + =  pow(fabs((double)(*orig)),p);
sumdiff + =  pow(fabs((double)(*rec)-(double)(*orig)),p);
}
*Lperror = pow(sumdiff/(xsize*ysize),1.0/p); 
if (sumdiff==0.0)
*SNR = l.OelO; 
else
*SNR = 20.0 * logl0(pow(sumorig,1.0/p)/pow(sumdiff,1.0/p));
}
I l l
main (int argc, char *argv[])
{
int x,y;
unsigned char *origimage; 
double Lperror, SNR; 
double p = 2.0;
if ((argc<3) || (argc>4)) { 
printf("Usage: lp e r ro r  o r ig _ f i le  r e c _ f i le  [Lpnorm] \n “); 
exit(l);
}
if (argc==4) p = atof(argv[3]);
if (getJmage_size(argv[l],&ImgW,&ImgL) = =  -1 )  exit(l);
ImgS = ImgW*ImgL; 
buffer = malloc(ImgS);
if (readJmage(argv[l],buffer) = =  —1) exit(l);
if ((origimage =(unsigned char*) malloc(ImgS)) = =  NULL) {printf("mem e rro r\n " ); exit(l);} 
memcpy (origimage, buffer ,ImgS);
if (getJmage_size(argv[l],&ImgW,&ImgL) = =  -1 )  exit(l);
ImgS = ImgW*ImgL; 
buffer = malloc(ImgS);
if (read_image(argv[l],buffer) = =  —1) exit(l);
Lp_error(origimage,buffer,ImgW,ImgL,p,&Lperror,&SNR); 
printf("L_y,d e r ro r  = */,f SNR = */,f dB\n",(int)p,Lperror,SNR); 
free(origimage); 
free(buffer);
}
/ * ..............................LISTING 1 0 ....................... */
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